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On the front cover: Felix © Coppenrath Verlag GmbH & Co. KG

Dear friends, partners and colleagues,
It’s been 25 years since we sent our enterprising little rabbit Felix off on his first trip. It was the start of
an un-precedented success story. Today, many readers of that first book are starting families and looking
to pass on their childhood memories to their own children – and those memories include the Felix stories.
That’s why we want to celebrate Felix’s birthday with you in 2019. Enjoy the new adventure A Swiss
Journey with Felix as well as the wonderful jubilee edition of the classic Letters from Felix!
Of course, we wouldn’t be as successful today if we were just carrying on with tried-and-tested formulas.
All of us at Coppenrath share Felix’s curiosity and his enterprising nature. And that means that once again,
there are also plenty of new characters, stories and ideas to look forward to.
We are all only too familiar with fits of rage both major and minor. The anger builds up slowly, like a distant
rumbling and grumbling, getting closer and closer until it breaks over us with full force. What should we
do when the red mist descends? Our new picture-book character The Grumbletroll is here to help with that
rumbling storm in your belly.
Mats has to make some drastic changes when his beloved Grandpa suddenly falls ill and the nasty neighbours want to sell the farm’s animals. On the spur of the moment, he loads the dog, the Shetland pony,
the chickens and the sheep into an old boat – and thus begin The Adventures of Mats Holmberg. Meja
Mermaid author Erik Ole Lindström takes us and readers aged six and up off into a wonderful Swedish idyll.
Ben, the new boy in Marie’s class, seems just perfect. No one has ever understood her like he does. And
no wonder: Ben is an artificial intelligence android, programmed to register and react to her and her classmates’ desires. But Marie and the others don’t have a clue about this. In his Young Adult novel I Can See U,
Matthias Morgenroth takes a skilful look at the question of what happens when algorithms make a grab for
power.
Your Coppenrath rights team is ready to support your publishing objectives with samples, pricings and schedules for our novelties and strong backlist titles.
With best wishes,

Dr. Lambert Scheer
Managing Director

Mandy Queisser

Stefanie Gussmann

Meike Lenz

Kristina Wittkopf

Fiction

Contemporary Stories / Thrillers

HE‘ S NOT HUM AN –
AND YET I LOV E HIM
NEW

Matthias Morgenroth

I Can See U
12+ / 304 pp. / 14.2 x 21 cm / hardcover
with holographic foil / € 16.00
ISBN 978-3-649-63190-3
All rights available

• Up to the minute subjects: artiﬁcial intelligence and
data misuse
• Feelings for an android – a threat, or a perfect partner?
• Gripping storytelling backed by comprehensive research
from journalist Matthias Morgenroth

© Matthias Morgenroth

Marie is fascinated by Ben from the very start. He’s so perfect! After just a short while, he
seems to know her better than anyone. But what Marie and her friends don’t know is that Ben
isn’t real: he’s an AI android. Deployed as a test case in her class, he discovers his classmates’
secret desires and is supposed to stimulate consumption among young people perfectly. Ben
makes wishes come true. But not just material wishes – soon, fake pictures are doing the
rounds in the class chat group, and Marie’s favourite teacher ends up with the wrong photo at
the wrong time on his smartphone. By the time the friends finally start to have their suspicions,
it’s almost too late: Ben, a learning system, is becoming independent. Marie discovers the truth
about Ben – but she still can’t let him go …
Matthias Morgenroth has been writing children’s
books and adult non-fiction for many years. He also
works as a journalist and editor for radio and TV, writes
for various newspapers, gives seminars, busks with his
friends and enjoys going on reading tours. He lives in
Munich with his wife and three daughters. His children’s
book Freunde der Nacht (Friends of the Night) was
awarded the Rattenfänger-Literaturpreis.

Jutta Wilke

Roofer

On th e Ro of s
of th e Wo rld

How Far Will You Go?
14+ / 384 pp. / hardcover / € 16.95
ISBN 978-3-649-61509-5
Rights sold to: Hungary

• Up-to-the-minute subject
• Thrills and dicing with death: Teenage thriller
in the world of the ´roofers`
• How far would I go for my ﬁrst love?

© Jutta Wilke

“They climb onto roofs, balance on cranes and post the videos on the internet: so-called roofers
perform their daring stunts in the attempt to break all boundaries.“
Alice is horrified when she discovers that her new boyfriend, Nic, is a ´roofer` – someone who
performs acrobatics on the highest roofs and structures in the city, and risks his life every day.
And when Nic‘s ex-girlfriend suddenly shows up, determined to prove her love with a risky stunt,
Alice is faced with a dilemma. How far would she go to prove her love? And does she even have to?
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Jutta Wilke spent over 12 years as an
independent solicitor and solicitor for family
law. When her youngest got into kindergarten,
she decided to start from scratch and finally
do what she had dreamed of her whole life:
becoming a children’s author. Like the Beat
of a Wing was nominated for the HansjörgMartin Prize for the best youth title.

Horse Romantasy: A Perfect Gift

Fiction

Horse-themed Thrillers

NEW

Kyra Dittmann

Snowfire
12+ / 320 pp. / hardcover / € 14.00
ISBN 978-3-649-62709-8
All rights available

• A fairy-tale adventure like Three Hazelnuts for
Cinderella
Cinderella, as gripping as The Red Queen
• Special setting in an enchanted winter world
• An unusual heroine breaks free of society’s constraints
In the land of eternal snow, the event of the year has almost arrived: the great
horse race through the mountains into the Valley of Spring. Ažleah, known as
Ash, dreams of taking part on her stallion Dalibor. But only the young men, the
“princes” of the land, are admitted. Ash isn’t satisfied with her place in life: she
secretly takes a job as a stable hand on one of the most well-regarded farms and
smuggles herself onto the list of riders. The evening before the race, the legendary
Princes’ Ball takes place, and at the party Ash meets Kuba, the farmer’s son. It’s
love at first sight for both of them … But Kuba is the competition favourite –
which makes him Ash’s fiercest opponent!

Kyra Dittmann

Dark Horse Mountain
12+ / 304 pp. / hardcover /
€ 12.99
ISBN 978-3-649-62344-1
Rights sold to: Hungary

© Kyra Dittmann

• Mix of genres: horses and suspense in YA book
• Bleak, atmospheric setting on isolated American ranch
• Strong heroine on the trail of unscrupulous gang

Kyra Dittmann

Wild Horse Valley
12+ / 320 pp. / hardcover /
€ 12.99
ISBN 978-3-649-62774-6
All rights available

• Gripping horse thriller
• Sympathetic underdog heroine uncovers
intrigue in an English manor house
• Clever mix of tension, romance and horse theme

Kyra Dittmann was born in Bonn in 1972.
Gripping adventure stories have always
enriched her life: the ones she has read,
dreamed and lived as well. She took various
writing and screenwriting courses, including
at Filmhaus Köln. She also works as a riding
instructor and event manager for children.
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Fiction

For Horse Lovers

A Dream Duo with a
Huge Online Fan Base
videos made them famous

Their

• Based on the moving story of social media star Jenny Simon and
her Frisian stallion Mambo
• Jenny trains Mambo, ﬁghts to keep him, and ﬁnally has to cope
with his death in the summer of 2017
• More than 200,000 followers on YouTube, Instagram and Facebook
When Charly meets the Frisian stallion Janko for the first time, she immediately senses there is a trust and an
understanding between them that she simply can’t explain.
But Charly is really a passionate dressage rider – her sister Jule is the enthusiastic Frisian fan! When they go on
a hack together, Charly is the only one who can calm the nervous Janko and ride through the water on him. An
important moment for both of them, which Charly’s sister captures with her camera. After that day, it’s clear to
everyone that Charly and Janko belong together. And their special story also moves thousands of other people,
who follow the new dream duo’s films on YouTube. But Charly has no idea what a difficult test awaits her …
Alexia Meyer-Kahlen

NEW

Endless Trust
Nothing Can Keep us Apart
10+ / 240 pp. / hardcover / € 12.00
ISBN 978-3-649-63062-3
All rights available

Cover not final

• Second book in the new series of true stories and special bonds
between horse and human
• Trendy topic: fascinating, wild Mustang horses and their highly artistic tricks
• Based on a true story of Tanja Riedinger

Alexia Meyer-Kahlen

15-year old Sam keeps waking up from the same dream, her heart beating: a herd of wild horses
is galloping across the endless vastness of the American West, and she is part of it. At the same
time, her real life is a mess. Her beloved Andalusian mare Alegria has a movement disorder and Sam
isn’t allowed to ride her – all despite the two have been through so much together and have won
over a large fan base on YouTube with their tricks. Sam is devastated. To cheer her up, her parents
give her a trip to Oregon, U.S.A., to spend her summer holidays working at a horse ranch.
Riding out in the unspoiled nature Sam encounters a herd of wild horses, and amongst the free
Mustangs she spots the horse she knows from her dreams.

NEW

One Wild Soul
We are One
10+ / 240 pp. / hardcover / € 12.00
ISBN 987-3-649-63215-3
© Alexia Meyer-Kahlen

All rights available
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Alexia Meyer-Kahlen grew up with horses and today lives with her
animals on the Vogelsberg in Eastern Hessen. After studying screenplay
writing at the American Film Institute, she got a doctorate with a thesis
on the creative writing process. She works in her own psychotherapy
practice, using mindfulness and horses among other techniques. She
recommends writing young adult books as the world’s best side-line.
As a friend of the Simon family, she followed the special story of Jenny
Simon and her Frisian stallion Mambo closely, and has transformed it
into a novel with great sensitivity.

Fiction

Adventures & Around the Globe

Cool – the Bet’s on!
• Just in time for 190th birthday of Jules Verne
• A spur-of-the-moment trip around the world – no parents
involved!
• Transformation of the classic tale with humour and a sure
sense of target audience
Tobi hates Alexandra! She’s pretty, smart, cool, and she’s been everywhere in the world because
her father is a pilot. And as if that weren’t enough, she’s better at football than he is, too. After one
decisive match, Tobi yells at Alexandra in frustration: he doesn’t care if she’s a better player or if she
could make it round the world in 80 days with Daddy’s air miles! But Alexandra’s answer takes him
by surprise: “Eight days. I can get around the world in eight days. Shall we make a bet? And you can
come with me as my witness.”Before he knows what’s happening, Tobi is on a plane to Hong Kong.
Destination: once round the world. But Tobi gradually realises that there is more behind the bet than
just a desire for adventure. Alexandra is keeping a secret from him – and it gets the two of them into a
world of trouble …

10+ / 192 pp. / hardcover / € 13.00
ISBN 978-3-649-66789-6
All rights available

NEW
© Claudio di Lucia

Rüdiger Bertram / Irmela Schautz
Around the World in 8 Days

Rüdiger Bertram was a student, he wrote glosses for WDR radio, and after
university he worked as a freelance journalist for publications including ZEIT.
Later, following a screenplay course at Cologne International Film School, he
wrote for TV sitcoms and was editor-in-chief of the industry newsletter for
the NRW film and media foundation. When his son was five, he wrote his
first children’s book: Thelonius in der Sofawelt (Thelonius in the Sofa World).
Since then, he has devoted himself heart and soul to books for children and
young people, and has published numerous titles with major German publishers.

• A girl searching for a proper home
• Touching story by Annette Langen
• Issues of mindfulness and time spent with family –
wrapped up in a fast-paced adventure
Since her mother’s death, Skye has been living in a boarding school, while her father’s work takes
him all over the world. After a massive row with super-bitch Yolanda, who Skye now has to share
a room with, she comes up with a plan: she’s going to run away and live with her father. It’s not
enough to skype him regularly – she needs someone to give her a hug. And a proper home. But is
that something her father, who lives in a private jet, can offer her? And where is she supposed to
go to school, if she‘s constantly jetting around the world? What sounds like a dream life to start off
with turns out to be a plan with a lot of drawbacks. But Skye won‘t give up her fight to hold onto
the little bit of family she has left.

Castles in the Air
10+ / 200 pp. / hardcover / € 9.99
ISBN 978-3-649-61916-1
All rights available

© Annette Langen

Annette Langen / Carla Nagel

Annette Langen worked as an editor for many
years, deciding on the programme of a children’s
book publisher. Her first book came out in 1989,
and since then she has had more than 80 titles
published. Some of her books have been translated
into 30 languages and made into films. She has
been a freelance author since 2000 and volunteers
in promoting children‘s literacy ever since.
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Fiction

Stand-alone Stories

One Time-turner and
a Whole lot of Chaos
NEW

Katrin Lankers

Back to Yesterday
12+ / 368 pp. / hardcover / € 16.00
ISBN 978-3-649-62377-9
All rights available

© Katrin Lankers

• For readers of the Ruby Red trilogy
• A fantastic celebration of friendship
• Crazy about New York author Katrin
Lankers takes on a new genre

Katrin Lankers has seen quite a bit
of the world. During her journalism
studies, she spent time in Belgium
and she also did internships in
Mexico City and New York. She has
worked for newspapers, magazines
and online-media before beginning
her new focus on writing books.

Claire and Lulu are “soul mates”: they’ve done everything together ever since they
met. They’ve been looking forward to the big school party for weeks, but then they
make a total embarrassment of themselves – right in front of the two boys they are
secretly in love with. If only they could turn back time! The friends are more than a
little amazed when they manage to do just that, with the help of an inherited piece
of jewellery. They quickly discover the practical uses of the time-turner. Such as when
you have to iron out the mistakes in your maths homework … In their excitement,
however, they don’t notice the danger they are in: there is someone who wants to
own the time-turner at any cost. Almost too late, Claire and Lulu realise that it isn’t
just their friendship at stake …

Their Magic Holds
you Captive
Anna Herzog

Agalstra

NEW

10+ / 288 pp. / hardcover with die-cut window
and foil embossing / € 16.00
ISBN 978-3-649-62451-6
All rights available

• Magic and suspense as in The Thief Lord and Krabat
• Unusual cover design with die-cut shape and shimmering foil
• Setting: sinister and enchanted theatre world

© Anna Herzog

A mysterious whisper floats through the walls of the old castle where Merle is taking part
in a theatre workshop – it must be the ghost of the past! When Merle and her friends
find some magically beautiful antique costumes, they decide to put on a play from a
long-forgotten past. But there is something creepy in the air: why does Merle feel such a
nameless dread when she meets the old Count, the castle’s owner? Why do they succeed
at everything they do, as if by magic, as soon as they put on the costumes? And is it really
still their own play that they are rehearsing – or is it the costumes’ ancient, cruel game?
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Anna Herzog is a children’s author and school doctor, but she
has also worked as a freelance journalist and translator. After
travelling the world by bike, train and sailing boat, she now lives
with her husband, their four children, a good climbing tree and
a lot of animals in the Ruhr Valley. Her book Die Kinder vom
Birnbaumhaus (The Pear Tree House Children) was recommended
as an environmental book by the German Academy for Children’s
and Juvenile Literature.

This Frog is on a Mission!
Kai Lüftner / Günther Jakobs

Fiction

Stand-alone Stories

NEW

Scaredy-Frog
An Animal Crime Story in Green – er, Blue
9+ / 208 pp. / 16 x 19.5 cm / hardcover / 3-colour print / € 14.00
ISBN 978-3-649-62135-5
All rights available

• A quirky animal crime story
• By cult author Kai Lüftner und bestseller illustrator
Günther Jakobs
• In praise of everyone who overcomes their fears

© Michael Rahn

Hope the frog is a little bit different. While his green colleagues croak away to
themselves and eat flies on the banks of the pond, he seldom ventures out of his
hiding place. And how can he, when his skin is as bright blue as the Blue Hope
diamond? For a frog, it’s absolutely fatal. But when Hope discovers a dead body in
the pond one day, his life changes in an instant: instead of hiding as per usual, he
quickly decides to set off into the world of humans … and triggers a chain of tumultuous
events that brings chaos to the life of the blue frog and the pond’s other inhabitants.

Kai Lüftner was born in Berlin in 1975. He has worked as a streetworker,
cabaret artist, social worker, pizza delivery driver, doorman, lyricist, comedy
author, concert organiser and radio editor, as well as in nursing homes
and children’s homes. He now earns his money as a musician, audio-book
adapter, director and author of children’s books. He is the father of two sons
and lives in Berlin-Köpenick. In his free time, he practises martial arts, gets
tattoos, campaigns for animal conservation, reads a lot, makes and listens to
music, collects coins, and goes on treasure hunts with his dog Gassi.

The Totally Mad
Granny Weekend
Matthias Morgenroth / Marloes de
Vries and Astrid Henn

NEW

Kidnapping Granny
8+ / 176 pp. / hardcover / € 13.00
ISBN 978-3-649-62856-9
All rights available

• A witty story about a “not quite perfect” family
• Grandparents as important ﬁgures for the target age group
• Written with heart and humour by brilliant storyteller
Matthias Morgenroth

© Matthias Morgenroth

Who is the mysterious old lady with the Shetland pony in the playground? Why is she hiding
in the bushes with a telescope? And why did Mum throw her out of the flat? Leni and Jonas
have a suspicion: could the pony lady actually be … their granny? When Mum goes away on
another of her weekend seminars, Leni and Jonas decide not to let their grandmother get away.
If necessary, she will have to be kidnapped! No sooner said than done: the pony lady succumbs
to her fate … and they set off on an adventure that the three of them could never have dared
to dream of – with a camper van, a pony and lots of summer sun. But Jonas and Leni don’t yet
know that the police will soon be hot on their heels …
Matthias Morgenroth has been writing children’s
books and adult non-fiction for many years. He also
works as a journalist and editor for radio and TV, writes
for various newspapers, gives seminars, busks with his
friends and enjoys going on reading tours. He lives in
Munich with his wife and three daughters. His children’s
book Freunde der Nacht (Friends of the Night) was
awarded the Rattenfänger-Literaturpreis.
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Fiction

Cat Whisperer Series

A new Adventure for
our Animal Whisperer
• Strong commercial theme: a girl who talks to animals
• From the pen of bestselling author Antje Szillat
Monkey Business · Vol. 4

NEW

ISBN 978-3-649-62861-3

A little capuchin monkey in the middle of the woods? The tomcat Paulo of Panama
suspects at once that this is a new case for his animal whisperer Felina. And he’s
right: it soon emerges that the circus monkey is actually supposed to be in an animal
guesthouse recovering from his bronchitis. So why is he wearing chains around
his neck and ankle? There is something fishy going on here! While Felina does
everything she can to protect the little monkey, Harvey turns Lucky Clover Farm on
its head – and wins the hearts of Felina and everyone else.

Fabulous Felina series:

Each title:
Antje Szillat / Angela Glökler
8+ / 144 pp. / hardcover with foil /
€ 9.99
Rights sold to (series):
Czech Republic, Denmark,
The Netherlands

The Secret of Lucky
Clover Farm · Vol. 1

The Pony Miracle · Vol. 2

The Tale of the Wolf · Vol. 3

ISBN 978-3-649-62137-9

ISBN 978-3-649-62694-7

© Antje Szillat

ISBN 978-3-649-62136-2
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Antje Szillat spent many years working
as an educational therapist and consultant
before deciding to make her childhood
dream come true and become a writer.
Today the freelance editor and author lives
with her husband, her four children and
numerous animals in a small town just
outside Hanover.

WHINNY WITH

Fiction

Hilarious Horse Series

LAUGHTER!

• Genre-busting comic novels with popular pony theme
• Patricia Schröder, as you’ve never read her before!
• Exuberant illustrations by newcomer Sabine Rothmund

Penny Pony series:

Each title:
Patricia Schröder / Sabine Rothmund
8+ / 144-160 pp. / hardcover / special colour / € 11.00
Rights sold to (series): Czech Republic, The Netherlands

Backing the Wrong Horse · Vol. 3

NEW

A Class Trip with a Horse · Vol. 2

NEW

The riding course Pia has been looking forward to for so long is finally
here – and she’ll get to spend loads of time with her friend Penny, who
turns into a pony once a month. When a creepy man turns up at the
Hopperweide riding stables, Pia senses danger. Could he be the wanted
horse thief they read about in the newspaper? But the man wants to
buy a pony: Penny! Surely her mother will never allow that – will she?

Pia is facing a dilemma: she’s delighted that her new neighbour Penny
is joining her class and is even allowed to come on the class trip. But
Moppie, a would-be hairdresser and Pia’s best friend, just can’t keep
anything to herself – and so she must never, ever find out that Penny
has a big secret: she turns into a pony whenever someone whinnies
near her. The class trip becomes a real challenge, particularly since one
of their classmates has a whinnying ringtone on his phone …

© Patricia Schröder

ISBN 978-3-649-62403-5

ISBN 978-3-649-62402-8

Patricia Schröder lives together with her
husband and a bunch of animals. Her ´actual`
job is textile designer. But because she‘d much
rather come up with crazy stories than with
flower and coat patterns she quit her old job
years ago. Meanwhile Schröder belongs to the
most popular German writers for children’s and
juvenile books – and occasionally she changes
into a pony girl herself.

A Very Stable
Friendship · Vol. 1
ISBN 978-3-649-62401-1
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Fiction

Fantastic Witch Series

C h r is tm as M ag ic
w ith

F lo r a F le e tb r o o m

Flora Fleetbroom series:
Each title:
Eleni Livanios
5+ / 144 pp. / hardcover with glitter /
4-colour print / € 13.00
Rights sold to (series): Romania, Vietnam

• For all big and small friends of witches
• Fully illustrated chapter books for early readers
• Magical world created for dream-ﬁlled young girls
Winter Magic in Witch Village · Vol. 5

NEW

ISBN 978-3-649-62455-4
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The Secret of the
Witch Wood · Vol. 1

The Hurly Burly of the Wild
Weather Witches · Vol. 2

The Enchanted Witches´
Herb · Vol. 3

Saving Witchrose
Valley · Vol. 4

ISBN 978-3-649-62085-3

ISBN 978-3-649-62086-0

ISBN 978-3-649-66882-4

ISBN 978-3-649-62267-3

© Eleni Livanios

The year is drawing to an end and little witch Flora Fleetbroom has some serious cramming to
do for her spell-casting exam. And as if that wasn’t enough, Flora suddenly hears news of her
father, who works as a dragon-tamer in a far-off valley. Flora is terribly curious to learn more
about him, but Mum is reluctant to tell her anything. It’s only when Malte’s mother falls ill and
the only things that can help her are genuine dragon scales that Flora manages to convince her
own mother to let her visit Dragon Valley. Will Flora manage to find the crucial dragon medicine,
and at the same time get to know the father she has missed for so long, before the great winter
festival begins in Witch Village?

Eleni Livanios was born in Graz in 1975.
Even as a little girl, she loved to write
and illustrate stories – and both have
remained her great passion to this day.
Following a degree in art history, she now
writes and illustrates for a number of
German publishers. She lives in Graz with
her two children.

An Adventurous
Summer in Sweden
Erik Ole Lindström / Sonja Bougaeva

Fiction

For Animal Lovers

NEW

The Adventures of Mats Holmberg
8+ / 224 pp. / hardcover / with half pasteboard
cover / 4-colour print / € 15.00
ISBN 978-3-649-62947-4
All rights available

• Adventure novel in the best Tom Sawyer tradition, for reading
aloud or reading alone
• Exciting setting: Sweden
• By the author of the popular Meja Mermaid series
In the morning, a light fog lies over the Birka canal. Mats can smell the air, even through the closed window.
Fresh and a bit salty. Real canal weather, Uncle Jakob always says. The sea travels along the canal. All the way
up to our house. All the way into your nose and your heart, Mats Holmberg. Mats doesn’t ever want to live
anywhere but right here, with his grandpa and their five sheep, two chickens, the Shetland pony and especially
Bodo, the shaggy sheepdog. But then something terrible happens: Grandpa Jakob falls off a ladder while he’s
picking cherries, and has to go to hospital – and the Svenssons from next door take charge. They want to sell
the animals and adopt Mats. But not if Mats has anything to do with it! He quickly decides to take Grandpa’s
old cutter, and escape with the dog, chickens, pony and sheep aboard. They set off on a daring, adventurous,
fantastical trip right across Sweden …

PO NY FU N AT
BOARDI NG SC HO OL

Cherry Valley Pony series

Each title:
Berit Bach / Heike Vogel
6+ / 108 pp. / hardcover / € 10.00
All rights available

A Lucky Horse for Emma · Vol. 1 NEW
ISBN 978-3-649-67075-9

• Popular themes: boarding school and ponies, now for a younger age group
• Warm-hearted school adventure about courage, friendship and love for horses
Her own pony to care for, and a timetable that includes hacks and mucking out – Emma can hardly believe her luck
when she’s invited to the Cherry Valley Pony School for three trial days. In the castle, she quickly falls in love with the
super-sweet mare Flake, and luckily her roommate Mia is really nice as well. But there is only one scholarship, and
Emma isn’t the only one trying to bag a place at the school: the ambitious Alina outdoes her in show-jumping, and
has even brought her own competition pony. Now Emma really has to show what she’s made of!

Emma’s Big Competition · Vol. 2 NEW
ISBN 978-3-649-67076-6

It’s nearly time for the big competition against the Gut
Falkenhorst boys’ school, and the Kirschental girls are sure of one
thing: their boarding school is going to bring the trophy home!
Emma wants to prove to everyone that she’s a real Kirschentaler,
too. But her good-natured foster-pony Tyke is hopeless when it
comes to training for jumps. And when Emma’s favourite pony
Flake and the gifted jumper Pollux disappear just before the
competition, they have no idea what to do. Is someone trying to
sabotage the competition? And what has happened to Flake and
Pollux? Emma has to act fast …
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Fiction

Meja, the Cheeky Mermaid

Meja Mermaid series

Each title:
Erik Ole Lindström / Wiebke Rauers
6+ / 128 pp. / hardcover with holographic
foil / 4-colour print / € 12.99
Rights sold to (series): Israel

•
•
•
•

The Legendary Sea
Monster · Vol. 4
ISBN 978-3-649-62698-5

Finally: Meja Mermaids’s parents are back from their long research trip. While the little mermaid
and her sea turtle Padson are making the house spic and span, the postman delivers a mysterious
package containing a message from Meja’s parents saying that unfortunately, they will have to delay
their return. To make up for it, they have sent Meja a little seahorse named Molly, whose high spirits
will help the time pass more quickly. But Meja senses at once that something isn’t right. And when
she hears rumours that the sea monster Gronormus is up to no good near Lyckhav, she immediately
swims off into her next adventure: rescuing Mama and Papa!

Meja Mermaid · Vol. 1

Saving Little Dolphin · Vol. 2

The Sunken Ship · Vol. 3

ISBN 978-3-649-62346-5

ISBN 978-3-649-62347-2

ISBN 978-3-649-62693-0

© Erik Ole Lindström
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NEW

Top seller – more than 50,000 copies sold
The cheeky mermaid returns in a new underwater adventure
For all fans of Ariel, Finding Nemo and Pippi Longstocking
Fantastic illustrations by Carl-Buch prize-winner Wiebke Rauers

Erik Ole Lindström was born in Stockholm in
1979. He worked in television for many years.
He is now a writer and journalist. He thought
up the story of “Meja Mermaid” for his own
children. Lindström lives on one of Stockholm’s
skerry islands with his four-year-old son, eightyear-old daughter and the family dog.

Wiebke Rauers was born in 1986 and studied
design communications in Düsseldorf. After spending
several years working as a character designer for an
animated film studio, she went freelance in 2015.
Her first illustrated children’s book was published in
2016 by Dressler Verlag (Martin Baltscheit’s Just One
Day), the cover illustration being awarded the Carl
Buch prize.

Fiction

Unicorn Paradise

big festival in
Unicorn Paradise series

Each title:
Anna Blum / Julia Gerigk / Monika Finsterbusch
5+ / 128 pp. / hardcover with glitter and spotUV varnish / 4-colour print / € 13.00
Rights sold to (series): Hungary, Israel

Once a year – when the wishing tree blossoms in all the colours of the
rainbow – a big festival takes place in the Unicorn Paradise. Everyone
who lives on the island is allowed to whisper their greatest wish to
the tree, because the tree bears a wish-flower for each of them. But at
the high point of the festival the three little unicorns Vanilla, Rosie and
Blue make a terrible discovery: the three flowers meant for them have
disappeared without a trace! Sun Unicorn Suria offers her help. With
her special sense for finding treasure, will she be able to rescue the
unicorn festival?

The Festival of Wishes · Vol. 3
ISBN 978-3-649-62860-6

•
•
•
•

Magical unicorn world for girls – books to read aloud or read alone
More than 30,000 copies sold already
Based on an idea by Princess Lillifee author Monika Finsterbusch
Strong presence with tie-in products from Spiegelburg
The little unicorns Vanilla and Blue are worried as they look at their sick sister. What
can be wrong with Rosie? Is there something the matter with the lucky clover, to which
Rosie has a magical connection? In the flower meadow, Flora the flower unicorn tells
them that strange creatures have eaten big holes in the clover fields overnight. Strange
creatures? Vanilla, Rosie and Blue listen with alarm. Intruders? Is it not just Rosie, but the
whole of Unicorn Paradise that’s in danger? It’s the start of a new adventure.

Rescue for Rosie · Vol. 4

NEW

The Magic Wish · Vol. 1
ISBN 978-3-649-62456-1

The Magic of
Friendship · Vol. 2

© Anna Blum

ISBN 978-3-649-62862-0

Anna Blum writes stories for children. She
lives in a little village with her family and
lots of animals. From her desk, Anna Blum
can see out into a lovely enchanted garden.
And sometimes, at least so it seems to her,
all kinds of mythical creatures come to play
there. Among them, a whole lot of little
unicorns.

ISBN 978-3-649-62562-9
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Fiction

Backlist Treasures

Thr ille rs & Con tem por ary

Patricia Schröder

Claudia Puhlfürst

Corina Bomann

Fanatical

Fear the Night

The Dying Swan

14+ / 360 pp. / hardcover / € 17.95
ISBN 978-3-649-62454-7

14+ / 368 pp. / softcover with flaps / € 14.95
ISBN 978-3-649-67127-5

14+ / 368 pp. / softcover with flaps / € 14.95
ISBN 978-3-649-61683-2

All rights available

All rights available

Rights sold to: Russia

• Christian terrorism – new take
on a controversial issue
• Nightmarish, brilliantly observed
psychological thriller

• Dark psychological thriller set
in the ballet world
• For fans of ”Black Swan”

Corina Bomann

Ortwin Ramadan

Ortwin Ramadan

Raven Man

The T.R.O.Y. Conspiracy

Luck is for Beginners

14+ / 448 pp. / softcover with
flaps / € 14.95
ISBN 978-3-649-61676-4

14+ / 400 pp. / hardcover / € 16.95
ISBN 978-3-649-61865-2

14+ / 352 pp. / hardcover / € 16.95
ISBN 978-3-649-61765-5

All rights available

All rights available

Rights sold to: Russia

• Dark story for psycho thriller fans
• A determined and compelling
heroine

14

• Sophisticated game of
cat-and-mouse
• Addresses our deepest fears
and worst expectations

14

• Shortlisted for
Buxtehuder Bulle prize
• A captivating thought experiment:
a society is controlled by its health
system
• Up to the minute thriller about the
secret service and whistle blowers

• Bittersweet story
à la The Intouchables
and The Edukators
• Rich versus poor
• Two young people, two worlds,
a common anger at life

For girls

Sarah Bosse / Cornelia Haas / Marie Braner

Dagmar Chidolue / Olivia Vieweg

Kristina Dunker / Pascal Nöldner

A Crazy Chicken Gang

The Magic Bubble Gum

9+ / 184 pp. / hardcover with half
pasteboard cover / € 10.99
ISBN 978-3-649-67035-3

Help, I am my Teacher!
9+ / 176 pp. / hardcover / € 10.99
ISBN 978-3-649-66996-8

8+ / 184 pp. / hardcover / with cardboard spine
cover and gold foil / € 12.99
ISBN 978-3-649-62551-3

All rights available

All rights available

All rights available

• A new gem from top author
Dagmar Chidolue
• City child becomes ´animal
rescuer` in the countryside

• Body swap story –
humour guaranteed!
• Hilarious illustrations by
newcomer Pascal Nölder
Maja & Motte series
Each title:
Antje Szillat / Nina Dulleck
9+ / 192 pp. / hardcover / 2-colour print / € 9.95

Fiction

Backlist Treasures

Christmas in Pfeffergasse

• A joyful, warm-hearted advent
story from Sarah Bosse
• A great read with a real
Christmas message
In the Doghouse · Vol. 1
ISBN 978-3-649-60948-3
Three is One Too Many · Vol. 2

Rights sold to (series): Bulgaria, Latvia,
Lithuania, Poland, Turkey

ISBN 978-3-649-60949-0

• Two supercheeky twins bring
a breath of fresh air in the
household!
• Bestselling author Antje Szillat
• More than 30,000 copies sold

ISBN 978-3-649-61376-3

The Miserable Musical Contest · Vol. 3
A Double Pack of Summer Chaos · Vol. 4
ISBN 978-3-649-61377-0

The Crazy Twin Secret · Vol. 5
ISBN 978-3-649-61742-6

It’s all Hocus-Pocus · Vol. 6
ISBN 978-3-649-61940-6

Flo‘s Animal Guest House Series

Monkey Mum Wanted! · Vol. 1

Each title:
Sarah Bosse / Nina Dulleck
8+ / 112 pp. / hardcover / € 7.95

ISBN 978-3-649-60262-0

Rights sold to (series): Czech Republic,
The Netherlands

ISBN 978-3-649-60263-7

• More than 30,000 copies sold
• Popular subject for girls: loving
animals and caring for them
• Award-winning bestselling
author Sarah Bosse

Dolphins Get Homesick Too! · Vol. 2
Baby Alert in the Elephant House · Vol. 3
ISBN 978-3-649-60891-2

Kittens Seldom Come Singly · Vol. 4
ISBN 978-3-649-61156-1

Who Would Pinch a Penguin? · Vol. 5
ISBN 978-3-649-61523-1

Paws Off Mr Hoppity! · Vol. 6
ISBN 978-3-649-61525-5
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Fiction

Backlist Treasures

For Horse Lovers
My Island Pony Luna series
Each title:
Sarah Bosse / Tina Schulte
7+ / 112 pp. / hardcover / € 7.95

A Friend for Elisa · Vol. 1
ISBN 978-3-649-61678-8

Rights sold to (series): Belgium (World Dutch)

Danger in the Dunes · Vol. 2
ISBN 978-3-649-61677-1

• Hearty stories for little horse
and pony friends
• Luna – a pony friend for life!

Elisa gets involved · Vol. 3
ISBN 978-3-649-62080-8

A Heart for Seal Pups · Vol. 4
ISBN 978-3-649-62104-1

Fritzi Pferdeglück series
Each title:
8+ / 128 pp. / hardcover with
spot-UV varnish / € 8.95
All rights available

• New setting in every book
• Every horse-mad girl dreams
of Fritzi’s riding holidays

The Foal from the
Western Ranch · Vol. 1

Adventure at the
Icelandic Stables · Vol. 4

ISBN 978-3-649-61374-1

ISBN 978-3-649-61796-9

The Arabian Stud Farm
is Saved · Vol. 2

The Snow Wonder of
Kronsberg Stables · Vol. 5

ISBN 978-3-649-61375-6

ISBN 978-3-649-62122-5

The Big Prize at Heather
Stables · Vol. 3

Excitement at the
Haflinger Stables · Vol. 6

ISBN 978-3-649-61679-5

ISBN 978-3-649-62123-2

Mill Valley Pony Farm series

A Friend for Anna · Vol. 4

Each title:
Sarah Bosse / Stephan Baumann
8+ / 112 pp. / hardcover / 4-colour print / € 9.95

Anna on the Wrong Track · Vol. 5

Rights sold to (series): Hungary

• More than 200,000 copies sold
• Suitable for beginner readers

ISBN 3-8157-8160-7
ISBN 3-8157-9280-3

Cheer Up, Anna · Vol. 6
ISBN 3-8157-9472-2

You Can Rely on Anna · Vol. 7
ISBN 3-8157-9280-3

A Big Day for Anna · Vol. 8
You Can Do It, Anna · Vol. 1
ISBN 3-8157-4072-9

Pluck up Courage, Anna · Vol. 2
ISBN 3-8157-4073-6

Anna Doesn’t Give Up · Vol. 3
ISBN 3-8157-7848-7

• Tessa’s path to success
• In cooperation with several times Dressage
World Champion Nicole Uphoff
• Successful author Antje Szillat brings us an
authentic voice from the tournament world

ISBN 3-8157-9855-3

Anna on the Case · Vol. 9
ISBN 3-8157-5217-3

Anna – Riding Into an Adventure · Vol. 10
ISBN 3-8157-60269-9

Anna – Christmas in Mill Valley
ISBN 3-8157-5159-6

Tessa series
Each title:
Antje Szillat
10+ / 208 pp. / hardcover / € 9.99
All rights available

The Heart Decides · Vol. 1
ISBN 978-3-649-62207-9

Setting off for Happiness · Vol. 2
ISBN 978-3-649-62208-6

A Friend for Life · Vol. 3
ISBN 978-3-649-62695-4
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For Boys
Rick series

My Life and Other Disasters · Vol. 1

Each title:
Antje Szillat / Kim Schmidt
10+ / 176 pp. / hardcover / € 9.95

ISBN 978-3-8157-5298-2

Rights sold to (series): Latvia, Lithuania, Spain

• More than 150,000 copies sold
• Perfect read for boys and girls who
want to know how boys really tick
• Funny comic strips at the beginning
of each chapter

Fiction

Backlist Treasures

Landlubbers Aboard and No Land
in Sight · Vol. 2
ISBN 978-3-649-60292-7

Just Shut Up! · Vol. 3
ISBN 978-3-649-60572-0

Complete Idiots Seldom Come
Singly! · Vol. 4
ISBN 978-3-649-61027-4

You‘re in For it Now! · Vol. 5
ISBN 978-3-649-61288-9

Shit Happens! · Vol. 6
ISBN 978-3-649-61289-6

The Finstersteins series

Vincelot series

Each title:
Kai Lüftner / Fréderic Bertrand
9+ / 244-256 pp. / hardcover / with
special colour and coloured page
edges / € 12.99

Each title:
Ellen Alpsten / Andrea Hebrock
3+ / 32 pp. / 23 x 30 cm / hardcover with
printed silver foil and embossing / € 12.95

All rights available

Rights sold to (series): Denmark,
Malta, Romania, Slovenia,Vietnam

Don’t Wake the
Dead … · Vol. 1

The Theft of the
Sun Amulet · Vol. 1

ISBN 978-3-649-61908-6

ISBN 978-3-649-62147-8

You Can’t Keep a Dead
Man Down! · Vol. 2

The Contest for the Magic
Flute · Vol. 2

ISBN 978-3-649-61909-3

ISBN 978-3-649-62416-5

Last One‘s a Crocodile‘s
Dinner · Vol. 3
ISBN 978-3-649-67035-3

• Multi-talented Kai Lüftner pulls out all the stops
• Loveable anti-hero meets dead noble family

• Read-aloud adventure for brave knights
• Picture book series available as well

Me & My Football Gang series
Usch Luhn / Susanne Göhlich

Murky Mayhem

5+ / 144 pp. / hardcover /
4-colour print / € 12.99

Each title:
Antje Szillat / Susanne Göhlich
7+ / 112 pp. / hardcover / € 7.99
All rights available

ISBN 978-3-649-61986-4

Dummies, All of Them! · Vol. 1

All rights available

ISBN 978-3-649-61751-8

Totally Balled Up · Vol. 2
ISBN 978-3-649-61752-5

• This goblin creates mayhem everywhere he goes!
• Great fun to read aloud

• Great books for football-loving early readers
• Humorous content: football and friendship
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Board Books

Growing up with
The right book for every age

months

Arrival and wonder

The newborn discovers the world with all their senses.
Cloth books and fan-fold books with clear images and
contrasting colours promote baby’s perceptive faculties and
soon become beloved companions.

months

Crawling and recognition

Baby’s world gets bigger! They grasp and investigate their
favourite books and articles for play with better dexterity,
prompting enthusiastic comments on beloved images.

months

Walking and mastering

Da, da! Recognizing and even sounding familiar things
in a book – babies’ development makes enormous advances.
Reading aloud provides young world explorers
with a sense of security.

months

Speaking and discovering

A new word every day! Little word wizards comprehend more
and more linguistic connections. Increasingly skillful fingers
ensure that every day experiences are discovered – behind
flaps, in sliders or moving elements and much more!

months

Conversation and unterstanding

Now the little ones are getting big! Board picture books
stimulate their imaginations with more complex picture-worlds
and variety, and role models help them better to understand
their daily lives.
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Maike Taddicken

My First Touch-and-Feel
Index Book series

NEW

Anne Mussenbrock
Baby Bliss

0–6
months
3

Board Books

Cloth and First Books

NEW

My First Bedtime Book

3m+ / 8 pp. / 16 x 16 cm / fabric book
with flaps and crackle foil / € 16.00
ISBN 978-3-649-63031-9

0m+ / 18 pp. / 16 x 16 cm / hardcover
with fabric cover and fabric back / € 10.00
ISBN 978-3-649-63030-2

All rights available

All rights available

• Large fabric flaps on each page
• Crackle foil on the cover
• Cuddle-soft fabric

• Popular rhymes and songs
• Successful predecessors

My Favourite Crackle Book series
Each title:
Maja Bach
3m+ / 8 pp. / 10.5 x 10.5 cm / fabric book with
crackle foil / € 7.99
All rights available

•
•
•
•

Ideal for little hands
With crackle foil
With fabric loop for hanging up
Washable at 40°C

So Many Vehicles

NEW

So Many Animals

NEW

ISBN 987-3-649-62782-1

ISBN 987-3-649-62783-8

My Baby Bliss Buggy Book series
Each title:
Anne Mussenbrock
6m+ / 12 pp. / 10.5 x 10.5 cm / cardboard with
buggy tie / € 5.99
All rights available

• For on the move!
• High-quality, removable
buggy tie
• Popular illustrations

Brum!
ISBN 978-3-649-62821-7

NEW

Baa!
ISBN 978-3-649-62822-4

NEW
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Board Books

6+

months

New series: Cuckoo

Cuckoo stands for:
• Educational toys for children aged 0–2
• Activity products designed specifically for young
children’s stages of development
• Gender-neutral, easily recognisable design
• An age-step concept with age recommendations
on every product

My Cuckoo Cuddle Book

NEW

6m+ / 8 pp. / 16 x 16 cm / fabric book
with various appliqué materials and
play effects / € 20.00
EAN 40-50003-94975-8
All rights available

• With crackle foil, mirror and lots of appliqué patches
• High-quality materials
A high-quality fabric book with a wide variety of materials and clear
contrasts encourages baby to explore with eyes, ears and mouth.
Maximum encouragement from the start!

Andrea Hebrock

NEW

Cuckoo! I can do Puzzles
18m+ / 14 pp. / 16 x 16 cm / cardboard / with 2 puzzle
pieces with handles / with die-cut holes / € 12.00
ISBN 978-3-649-62988-7
All rights available

• Sturdy jigsaw pieces with handles
• Helps to develop fine motor skills
Choose your shape, then take a look – you’ll soon complete the
puzzle book! The clear shapes promote early understanding of
geometry. The sturdy plastic handles are easy to grip and make
putting in and taking out the puzzle pieces child’s play.

Andrea Hebrock

Cuckoo! I can Thread

NEW

18m+ / 12 pp. / 16 x 16 cm / cardboard / with threading
holes, threading lace and fabric heart / € 10.00
ISBN 978-3-649-62775-3
All rights available

• Encourages fine motor skills
• High-quality lace with stopper-aid
Thread the lace and 1, 2, 3 – our friends get to the birthday tea!
Every page invites you to thread the brightly-coloured lace through
the holes: The stick becomes a fishing rod, and the posts become
a fence.
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9+

months

Who‘s waggling its tail?
• High-quality fabric tail attached to book
• Rhyming text
• Encourages gripping and playing

Board Books

New series: Wiggly Tail

My Waggle-Tail Book series
Each title:
Anna Karina Birkenstock
9m+ / 12 pp. / 13 x 15 cm / cardboard / with
fabric tail / € 7.00
All rights available

Who Lives on the Farm?

NEW

Who Lives in the Zoo?

NEW

ISBN 978-3-649-62912-2

ISBN 978-3-649-62913-9

The rooster crows on the dung heap. The pig wallows in
the mud. And what does the horse do?

The elephant has a long trunk. The tiger can roar loudly.
And what does the meerkat do?

Who Lives in the Sea?
ISBN 978-3-649-62854-5

NEW

Who Lives in the Woods? NEW
ISBN 978-3-649-62717-3
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Board Books

10+
months

New series: My Wild World

Modern simplified
Illustrations by Anne
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• A favourite animal on every page
• Practical format for little hands

My Wild World

My Favorite Animals series
Each title:
Anne
10m+ / 12 pp. / 10.5 x 10.5 cm /
cardboard / € 5.00
All rights available

At the Seaside

NEW

ISBN 978-3-649-63129-3

Who lives at the seaside? Fish, seagull, starfish and all
their friends are just waiting to be discovered.

In the Zoo

NEW

ISBN 978-3-649-63130-9

Who lives in the zoo? Tiger, elephant, monkey and
all their friends are just waiting to be discovered.

In the Countryside
ISBN 978-3-649-62896-5
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NEW

In the Woods
ISBN 978-3-649-62895-8

NEW

Anne
My Wild World

NEW

Anne
My Wild World

My Colourful Animal ABC

A Fanfold Book with Flaps

12m+ / 28 pp. / 16 x 16 cm / cardboard with
spot-UV varnish / € 10.00
ISBN 978-3-649-62897-2

12m+ / 12 pp. / 20 x 20 cm / fanfold with
protective cover / with flaps / € 12.00
ISBN 978-3-649-62557-5

All rights available

All rights available

• First animal ABC
• Modern, expressive, and elaborate details

Anne

NEW

My Wild World

One Day I’ll be as Big as
You – a Height Chart Fanfold
12m+ / 12 pp. / 20 x 20 cm / fanfold with protective
cover / € 12.00
ISBN 978-3-649-63131-6
All rights available

• 2 in 1: fanfold and height
chart for hanging
• Measurements from 70 –160 cm

12+

months

Board Books

New series: My Wild World

NEW

• Unique, bright and joyful
• Fanfold with flaps to lift

Fanfold
Anne
My Wild World

NEW

My First Picture Cube
12m+ / 13 x 13 x 6.5 cm / 4 connected fabric cubes with
crackle foil and bells / € 14.95
ISBN 978-3-649-63131-6
All rights available

• With crackle foil and bell
• Encourages recognition and motor skills
• With connected cubes
23

Board Books

6+

months

Touch & Feel the World

Touch & Feel the World with Coppenrath
NEW

Sabine Kraushaar
Touch & feel the World

My Touch-and-Feel Fanfold
Favourite Animals
9m+ / 12 pp. / 13 x 13 cm / fanfold with
embroidered plush wings / with touch-andfeel elements / € 10.00
ISBN 978-3-649-67129-9
All rights available

• A variety of touch-and-feel elements
• Big flaps for little hands

Fanfold

Touch & feel the World

My First Touch-and-Feel Buggy Book series
Each title:
Sabine Kraushaar
6m+ / 12 pp. / 10.5 x 10.5 cm / cardboard with buggy tie /
with touch-and-feel elements and peepholes / € 9.00
All rights available

• High-quality, washable buggy tie (30°C easy-care)
• A variety of touch-and-feel elements
Young children who learn to understand the world with all their senses find
it easier to learn later on! Grasping things in the literal sense teaches ways
of thinking that ultimately help children to understand abstract ideas.

NEW

10 Dippy Dinos

© Studio Zwarlicht

ISBN 978-3-649-63126-2
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10 Sparkly Fairies
ISBN 978-3-649-63125-5

10 Sporty Speedsters

10 Clumsy Creatures

ISBN 978-3-649-62243-7

ISBN 978-3-649-62244-4

Sabine Kraushaar was born in Maastricht in the early 1970s.
She had her first “encounter” with a brush and paint at the
age of two. After that, no wallpaper or carpet was safe from
her. She realised her dream of becoming an illustrator in 1996:
following her degree at the Academie Beeldende Kunsten in
Maastricht and an internship in an Amsterdam graphic design
studio, her first children’s book was published in Germany.

NEW

12–18
months

Touch & Feel the World

My Touch-and-Feel Tab Book series
Each title:
Sabine Kraushaar
18m+ / 10 pp. / 13 x 13 cm / cardboard
with peephole / with tabs and touch-andfeel elements / € 9.99

Board Books

Touch & Feel the World

All rights available

• Generous, varied touch-and-feel elements
• Encourages gripping, feeling and turning
the pages
• A very first searching game

Unicorn, Fairy and Mermaid

Sheep, Dog and Little Donkey

Hare, Frog and Duckling

ISBN 978-3-649-62285-7

ISBN 978-3-649-62284-0

Bumble Bee, Mouse and Butterfly

Wild Boar, Deer and Baby Owl

ISBN 978-649-62395-3

ISBN 978-649-62394-6

My First Touch-and-Feel Index Book series
Each title:
12m+ / 12 pp. / 20 x 20 cm / cardboard / with tabs made of
various touch-and-feel elements / € 12.99
Rights sold to (series): Finland, Italy, Norway, Sweden

NEW

ISBN 978-3-649-62779-1

• A wide variety of touch-and-feel elements
• Encourages gripping, feeling and looking
• See a transformative effect as you turn the pages

Sandra Grimm / Sabine Kraushaar

Sabine Kraushaar

Who’s That?

Who is in the Farmyard?

ISBN 978-3-649-62396-0

ISBN 978-3-649-62393-9
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Board Books

12

months

Light on, Light off

Light on, Light off series
Each title:
Dorothea Ackroyd
12m+ / 12 pp. / 21.5 x 23.5 cm / cardboard with
light switch and light / € 15.00
All rights available

• Extra-large light with timer function
• Innovate product format
• Popular themes
Light on, light off! On every page, the headlights can
be switched on and off: from the digger on the building
site to the tractor in the field. Fun even for very young
children! The beautiful illustrations add to the fascinating
effect of the large headlights.

All the Vehicles are Going Home

NEW

ISBN 978-3-649-62915-3

In the Farmhouse
ISBN 978-3-649-61978-9
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NEW

At my House

Christmas in Every House

ISBN 978-3-649-62423-39

ISBN 978-3-649-62376-2

months

Puzzle Fun
My First Puzzle Fun series
Each title: Fun Puzzle
Anna Karina Birkenstock
18m+ / 12 pp. / 16 x 16 cm / cardboard /
with jigsaw puzzle pieces / € 9.00
All rights available

Wild Animals

Board Books

Puzzle Books

• 5 puzzle pictures in every book
• 3 sturdy pieces per picture
• Puzzle pieces printed on both sides,
with coloured backgrounds

NEW

Construction Site

NEW

ISBN 978-3-649-62886-6

ISBN 978-3-649-63020-3

Animals

Vehicles

ISBN 978-3-649-62619-0

ISBN 978-3-649-62620-6

Tina Schulte
My First Puzzle Book

Fire Engine, Digger, Bin Lorry
18m+ / 12 pp. / 16 x 16 cm / cardboard / with 5
puzzle pieces / € 7.99
ISBN 978-3-649-69149-5
All rights available
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Board Books

months

Books by Yayo Kawamura

Over 400,000 books sold worldwide
PePe & Milli Look for Colours

NEW

ISBN 978-3-649-62927-6

• Generous pull-tabs and flaps
• Cheerful search-and-find tasks
• Over 400,000 cps. of PePe & Milli books sold wordwide
Pepe and Milli’s world is full of colour! With cheerful
search-and-find tasks, learning colours is child’s play.
Large, fun pull-tabs and flaps bring every page to life.

Pull-tabs and flaps series

Each title:
Yayo Kawamura
18m+ / 16 pp. / 16 x 16 cm / cardboard /
with pull-tabs and flaps / € 9.99
Rights sold to (series): China (Simplified), Croatia, Denmark,
France, Greece, Italy, Japan, Korea, Latvia, Norway, Spain
(Basque, Catalan, Spanish), USA (World English)

PePe and Milli on the Farm
ISBN 978-3-649-62552-0

PePe & Milli Have
to go Potty

Good Night, PePe & Milli

A Day with PePe & Milli

ISBN 978-3-649-61344-2

ISBN 978-3-649-61043-4

What PePe Likes

What Milli Likes

ISBN 978-3-649-61228-5

ISBN 978-3-649-61229-2

ISBN 978-3-649-62265-9

Minimalist
furnishing series

Each title:
Yayo Kawamura
18m+ / 12 pp. /
16 x 16 cm /
cardboard / € 6.95

Rights sold to (series):
Finland, Latvia, Spain
(Catalan, Spanish)

Play Hide-and-Seek with
PePe & Milli
ISBN 978-3-649-61044-1

Yayo Kawamura

PePe & Milli are
Looking for Things
18m+ / 14 pp. / 17.5 x 20.5 cm /
cardboard with flaps / € 7.95
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Yayo Kawamura

PePe & Milli
Who’s That Knocking?

ISBN 978-3-649-66690-5

18m+ / 14 pp. / 16 x 16 cm / cardboard
with flaps / € 7.95
ISBN 978-3-649-61735-8

Rights sold to: Croatia,
Denmark, Italy

Rights sold to: China (Simplified)
Croatia, Spain (Catalan)

months

MAGICAL SEARCH-AND-FIND PICTURES
NEW

Yayo Kawamura
Feel and Search!

My Big Search-and-Find Book
18m+ / 14 pp. / 23.5 x 31.5 cm / cardboard /
flocking and special colours / € 14.00
ISBN 978-3-649-62929-0
Rights sold to: Spain (Spanish)

Board Books

Books by Yayo Kawamura

• Large format with special bright colours
• Fun search tasks
• Touch-and-feel effect helps solve the puzzle
An enchanting world of pictures to search and discoveries to be made. There’s so
much going on! But on each page one character is doing something different to the
others. Little detectives can feel and see at once: that’s where the rebel is hiding!

Have a Go: Feel and Search! series
Each title:
Yayo Kawamura
18m+ / 12 pp. / 20 x 20 cm / cardboard / with flocking and special colours / € 9.99
Rights sold to (series): Belgium (Dutch) France, Spain (Spanish), USA (World English)

Where is Karla Cat?

NEW

ISBN 978-3-649-62553-7

Where is Frido Frog?
ISBN 978-3-649-63218-4

NEW

Where is Pipo Penguin?

Where is Ella Owl?

ISBN 978-3-649-62495-0

ISBN 978-3-649-62496-7
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Board Books

months

Books by Yayo Kawamura

•
•
•
•

An invitation for kids to talk and tell
Learn over 200 terms
Unique illustrations
Very large format

Yayo Kawamura

All These are Pictures and Words
18m+ / 14 pp. / 25.5 x 32 cm / cardboard / € 10.95
ISBN 978-3-649-61869-0
Rights sold to: Czech Republic, France, The
Netherlands, Spain (Catalan / Spanish)

All That I Know series
Each title:
Yayo Kawamura
18m+ / 22 pp. / 16.5 x 15 cm /
cardboard / € 6.99
Rights sold to (series):
Denmark, Israel, Latvia, Russia,
Spain (Spanish)

Red, Green, Blue: Colours
ISBN 978-3-649-66926-5
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One, Two, Three: Numbers
ISBN 978-3-649-66927-2

Moo: Animals

Vroom, Vroom: Vehicles

ISBN 978-3-649-66933-3

ISBN 978-3-649-66934-0

Hartmut Bieber
The Little Moon Fairy

18–24
months

NEW

Board Books

Goodnight Stories

My Treasury of Read-Aloud
Bedtime Stories
24m+ / 28 pp. / 21.5 x 23.5 cm / hardcover
with glitter / € 15.00
ISBN 978-3-649-62769-2
All rights available

• Popular character
• 14 lovely bedtime stories
• Atmospheric illustrations
This very special read-aloud treasury provides a calming ritual for parents and children. Dreamily beautiful 3-minute stories to
snuggle up and fall asleep to.

Liane Hedlund / Hartmut Bieber

Andreas König / Günther Jakobs

Sebastian Loth

Sleep Well, Big Kiss, Little
Hippopotamus

The Little Moon Fairy Says
Goodnight

Sleep! Sleep! When Little S
heep go to Sleep

Play Book with Little Beds
24m+ / 14 pp. / 20 x 20 cm / cardboard
/ with 4 stuck-on cardboard beds / with
die-cut shapes and glitter / € 12.99
ISBN 978-3-649-62529-2

24m+ / 18 pp. / 23 x 18 cm / cardboard / € 8.99
ISBN 978-3-649-62293-2

18m+ / 20 pp. / 16 x 16 cm / cardboard /
with foil and spot-UV varnish / € 8.99
ISBN 978-3-649-62501-8

All rights available

All rights available

All rights available
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Board Books

18+

months

Everyday Stories

New adventures with Bommel Bear
Bommel Bear series
Each title:
Hans-Christian Schmidt / Kerstin M. Schuld
18m+ / 12 pp. / 16 x 16 cm / cardboard /
with pull-tabs / € 8.99
Rights sold to (series): Croatia, Slovakia

At Kindergarten with Bommel Bear
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• Important everyday experiences
• Easy to use pull-tabs
• Lovable character to identify with

NEW

At Home with Bommel Bear

NEW

ISBN 978-3-649-67043-8

ISBN 978-3-649-67044-5

A Day with Bommel Bear

Look What Bommel Bear Can do

ISBN 978-3-649-67041-4

ISBN 978-3-649-67042-1

24+
months

When little ones start growing up
Finn series
Each title:
Katrin Engelking
24m+ / 16 pp. / 16 x 16 cm / cardboard / € 5.99
All rights available

Nappy? I don’t Need one!

•
•
•
•

Board Books

Everyday Stories

Important everyday topics
Lovable protagonist
Words and pictures by successful illustrator Katrin Engelking
Coming up Fall 2019: Brushing your Teeth is not Hard

NEW

ISBN 978-3-649-62700-5
This cheerful everyday story is a loving tale about the first attempts at toilet
training. Finn doesn’t want to wear a nappy any more – he feels like a big boy
now. But when is the wee-wee going to come? With Finn, even waiting for a
wee is funny!

I Don’t Need a Dummy!

Vroom-vroom, I’m Driving!

ISBN 978-3-649-62677-0

ISBN 978-3-649-62678-7

This is a joyful, lovingly-told story of everyday life,
about the big step of giving up your dummy.

These joyful, lovingly told stories are all about everyday life
with Finn, who wants to discover the world on his pushalong toy car.
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Board Books

18–24
months

For Little Explorers

Turn, conjure and transform!
Erwin Grosche / Stephan Lomp

NEW

Swoosh!
My Fabulous Animal-Transformation Book
18m+ / 12 pp. / 20 x 20 cm / cardboard / with turning tabs
and sounds / € 15.00
ISBN 978-3-649-62776-0
All rights available

•
•
•
•

Innovative features
Unique in design and conception
Encourages children to play along
Internationally successful illustrator
A feeler or a leg – what can it be?
Turn everything on its head: just turn the tab and – swoosh! – the
flamingo becomes a ladybird! A rhyming read-and-play book with
rotating tabs and amazing transformations: play, look and laugh!

Hans-Christian Schmidt / Christine Kugler

NEW

The Thing
A Potty Book With a Difference
24m+ / 18 pp / 23 x 18 cm / cardboard / € 8.99
ISBN 987-3-649-62461-5
Rights sold to: Croatia

• Toilet training with wit and charm
• Coherent, rhyming story
• Strong topic

My First Visit series

Each title:
Barbara Jelenkovich
24m+ / 14 pp. / 16 x 16 cm / cardboard / € 7.00

• Four search-and-find tasks on each double page spread
• Age-appropriate facts about the sea and the mountains

All rights available

My First Visit to the Seaside
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NEW

My First Visit to the Mountains

NEW

ISBN 978-3-649-63092-0

ISBN 978-3-649-63093-7

There’s so much to discover and experience at the seaside. Which
animals live on the beach and in the water? What happens when
the tide goes out? A search-and-find book for the youngest children,
with first facts about the sea.

There’s so much to discover and experience in the mountains. Which
plants and animals live here? What happens when the cows are
brought down from the mountain? A search-and-find book for the
youngest children, with first facts about the mountains.

•
•
•
•

First Read-Along Stories

Each title:
Anne-Marie Frisque
24m+ / 12 pp. / 17.5 x 23.5 cm / cardboard with
contour cutting and peepholes / € 6.00
Rights sold to (series): Bulgaria, Denmark

NEW

What Happens in the Seasons?

Yoo-Hoo, Kuno

months

Pictures in the text encourage children to read along
A playful way to recognise and repeat first words
Contour-cut pages
Peepholes on the cover

What’s Happening on the Farm?

NEW

ISBN 978-3-649-63114-9

ISBN 978-3-649-63113-2

Dagmar Henze

24 +

Board Books

Everyday Stories

NEW

Dagmar Henze

Kuno is Wide Awake

NEW

24m+ / 22 pp. / 17.5 x 20.5 cm / hardcover / with
flaps and peepholes / € 12.00

24m+ / 22 pp. / 17.5 x 20.5 cm / hardcover / with
sound module / € 12.00

ISBN 978-3-649-62968-9

ISBN 978-3-649-62777-7

All rights available

All rights available

• Lovable protagonist
• With flaps and peepholes
• Text and illustrations by top illustrator
Dagmar Henze

• With snoring sound
• Popular everyday topic
• A new favourite character

Where are you, Kuno? When little bears play hide-and-seek, they’re
not very easy to find. And Kuno has the world’s best hiding place!
He doesn’t come out even when he’s had enough of playing...
because Kuno is stuck. Well and truly stuck.
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Board Books

18–24
months

A Lot to Discover

Dino Nino series

Each title:
Christian Terweh
18m+ / 14 pp. / 16 x 16 cm / cardboard with sliding
tab / with tabs and flaps / € 9.99
Rights sold to (series): Spain (Spanish)

•
•
•
•
Dino Nino Plays Hide-and-Seek

Finally! A dino for little ones
Simple, rhyming story
With large, easy-to-use sliding tabs and flaps
More titles planned

NEW

ISBN 978-3-649-62932-0

Hello, Dino Nino!
ISBN 978-3-649-62427-1

Little Town series

Each title:
Silvio Neuendorf
24m+ / 16 pp. / 20 x 20 cm / cardboard / € 10.00
All rights available

• High quality illustrations full of warmth and wit
• The number one topic for little boys

The Little Digger

NEW

ISBN 978-3-649-62569-8

The Little Tractor
36

ISBN 978-3-649-62945-0

NEW

The Little Tow Truck
ISBN 978-3-649-62568-1

18–24
months

For everyone who loves things that move!

Igor Lange

Vehicles Over and Under Ground

NEW

Board Books

Vehicles and Construction Site

Stefan Seelig

Construction Over and
Under Ground

24m+ / 22 pp. / 20 x 20 cm / cardboard / with
fold-out pages / € 8.99

24m+ / 22 pp. / 20 x 20 cm / cardboard
with 3 large fold-out pages / € 8.99

ISBN 978-3-649-62778-4

ISBN 978-3-649-67051-3 NEW

Rights sold to: China (Simplified) Czech Republic,
Denmark, Hungary, The Netherlands

Rights sold to: Czech Republic,
Hungary, The Netherlands

Fold the pages …
… down

• With large fold-out pages
• Strong topic for boys
• Detailed illustrations

Marlit Peikert

My Favourite Peephole Book
12m+ / 36 pp. / 13 x 13 cm / cardboard with peepholes / € 4.99
ISBN 978-3-649-62556-8

… and sideways!

All rights available

• Surprising peepholes encourage active looking
• Look, grip and play
• Strong, relatable themes

…up …

So many big vehicles
Stefan Seidel

Stefan Seidel

So Many Big Vehicles
in Action

So Many Big Vehicles
at Work

24m+ / 58 pp. / 16 x 16 cm /
cardboard / € 7.95
ISBN 978-3-649-60238-5

24m+ / 50 pp. / 16 x 16 cm /
cardboard / € 7.95
ISBN 978-3-649-62522-3

Rights sold to: Czech
Republic, Denmark

Rights sold to: Czech
Republic

• Proper stories featuring everyone’s favourite vehicles
• 4 stories in one book
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Board Books

24+
months

A Lot to Discover

Search-and find fun with the elves!

Sandra Grimm / Outi Kaden

My Big Elves Play and Learn Book

NEW

24m+ / 14 pp / 22 x 22 cm / cardboard with
hologram foil / with flaps and index tabs / € 10.00
ISBN 987-3-649-62859-0
All rights available

•
•
•
•

Basic learning in a playful format
Develops concentration
First things to recognise and name
With flaps
Contents: letters – numbers – opposites – colours and
shapes – seasons – feelings

My Fun Elves
Search-and-Find series
Each title:
Outi Kaden
24m+ / 14–20 pp. / 22 x 22 cm / cardboard /
with holographic foil / € 9.99
Rights sold to (series): China (Simplified)
Finland, Greece, Norway

My Big Elf Search-and-Find Book
ISBN 978-3-649-67107-7
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My Christmas Elf
Search-and-Find Book

My Springtime Elf
Search-and-Find Book

ISBN 978-3-649-61713-6

ISBN 978-3-649-66830-5

Gaby Grosser / Kerstin Völker

NEW

The Lovely Seven
Read-Aloud Stories for very Young Children

The Lovely Seven Discover Opposites
18m+ / 10 pp. / 16 x 16 cm / cardboard /
with pull-tabs / € 10.00

ISBN 978-3-649-63200-9

ISBN 978-3-649-62785-2

All rights available

All rights available

There’s always something going on in the Villa Siebenklein: Bruno can’t sleep; Lotte
is terribly angry; and Ole has a big adventure as captain of the bathtub … Luckily,
there’s a quick solution to every problem! Seven cheerful read-aloud stories.

Nina Dulleck

Who’s the Best Pre-Schooler? You are!

NEW

• Funny transformation effect with
easy-to-use pull-tabs
• A playful way to learn about opposites:
To and fro, high and low

Katja Richert / Maria Wissmann

The Little Nappy Fairy

24m+ / 16 pp. / 16 x 16 cm / cardboard with slip-in photo frame / with mirror / € 8.00

3+ / 24 pp. / 17.5 x 20.5 cm / hardcover / € 10.00

ISBN 978-3-649-62996-2

ISBN 978-3-649-62771-5

All rights available

All rights available

• The perfect gift for starting preschool
• With slip-in frames for your own photo and mirror
• Also available: The best Sister / Brother
Who knows the way to preschool already? Who puts their own indoor
shoes on and goes to their group super fast? The best pre-schooler, of
course! This book focuses on little ones and their everyday preschool
experiences, and supports them as they become more independent. A
lovely gift for all pre-schoolers, and those about to start.

months

NEW

Kerstin Völker

24m+ / 34 pp. / 21.5 x 23.5 cm / cardboard / € 12.00

• First read-aloud stories
• Introduction of the characters

18–36

Board Books

Everyday Stories

NEW

• First picture books with hard-wearing pages
• Strong everyday topic
• A truly imaginative story
In Fairyland there are Dummy Fairies, Tooth Fairies – and of course,
Nappy Fairies! Elli is one of them. But Elli has a little problem: she’s
still in nappies herself – it’s so practical and so comfy! This is the
story of how Elli manages to part with her nappy just like every other
child, told with great humour and warmth.
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Board Books

12+

months

Search a Picture – Find a Word series

Search a Picture – Find a
Word series
Each title:
12m+ / 18 pp. / 13 x 13 cm /
cardboard / € 4.99

Rights sold to (series): Czech
Republic, Denmark, Sweden,
The Netherlands

• Over 50 realistic illustrations
• Promotes language development
• Handy pocket-size format

Sybille Brauer

Sybille Brauer

All my Animals
ISBN 978-3-649-62488-2

NEW

Sybille Brauer

All My Colours

Everything on the Farm!

ISBN 978-3-649-63183-5

ISBN 978-3-649-62921-4

Stefan Seidel

Sybille Brauer

All my Vehicles
ISBN 978-3-649-62489-9

NEW

All my Words
ISBN 978-3-649-61973-4

• Strong theme
• Realistic illustrations
• Successful series
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Sybille Brauer
Search a Picture – Find a Word

Sybille Brauer
Search a Picture – Find a Word

My Favourite Vehicles

So Many Words

12m+ / 14 pp. / 21.5 x 28 cm cardboard / € 8.99
ISBN 978-3-649-66760-5

12m+ / 14 pp. / 25.5 x 32 cm cardboard with spot
varnishing with over 30 flaps / € 10.95

All rights available

ISBN 978-3-649-60339-9
All rights available

18+

months

Search a Picture – Find a Word series

Each title:
18m+ / 22 pp. / 17.5 x 20.5 cm / cardboard / with spot-UV vanish / € 4.95

Hans-Günther Döring / Constanze Schargan

NEW

Search Along with the Animals
ISBN 978-3-649-60228-6
Rights sol to: Lithuania, Sweden

Board Books

Search a Picture – Find a Word series

Melanie Brockamp / Hartmut Bieber

Search in the Countryside
ISBN 978-3-649-62713-5
All rights available

Stefan Seidel / Melanie Brockamp / Stefanie Klassen

Sybille Brauer

Search Along with the Vehicles

Come and Search in my World

ISBN 978-3-649-62335-9

ISBN 978-3-649-60199-9

Rights sold to (series): Estonia, Sweden

All rights available

Sybille Brauer

So Many Animals
18m+ / 14 pp. / 23.5 x 31.5 cm /
cardboard / with spot-UV varnish / € 9.99
ISBN 978-3-649-66897-8
Rights sold to: Czech Republic
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Board Books

9+

months

Magic Sound

Sand books for the smallest ones
My First Sound Book series

Each title:
Maria Bogade
9 m+ / 12 pp. / 20 x 20 cm / cardboard / with 5 sounds / € 15.00

• Popular subjects children are familiar with
• Sound plays automatically as you turn the pages
• With 5 noises and light sensor

All rights available

Miaow, Miaow, Listen to the
Baby Animals!

NEW

Brum Brum, Listen to my Vehicles!

NEW

ISBN 978-3-649-62926-9

ISBN 978-3-649-62926-9

Cock-a-Doodle Doo, Listen to the
Farmyard!
ISBN 978-3-649-62341-0
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NEW

Ding-dong, Listen to my Home!
ISBN 978-3-649-62342-7

NEW

18–24
months

Listen who’s … series

Each title:
Kerstin M. Schuld
18m+ / 10 pp. / 22 x 22 cm / hardcover
sound strip with 5 sounds / € 13.00

NEW

Mini Musician

Listen, the Musical Instruments

Mini Musician

ISBN 978-3-649-63096-8

Listen, who‘s Roaring
and Trumpeting

All rights available

ISBN 978-3-649-62326-7

Board Books

Sound Books

NEW

All rights available

Look who’s Meowing
and Barking!

Look who’s Grunting
and Knocking!

ISBN 978-3-649-62272-7

ISBN 978-3-649-62294-9

Rights sold to: Croatia

All rights available

Listen Who’s That Farting?
Anna Taube / Günther Jakobs
24m+ / 14 pp. / 17 x 17 cm / cardboard
with 6 integrated sounds and flaps / € 9.99
ISBN 978-3-649-62426-4
Rights sold to: Denmark, Finland, The
Netherlands, Norway, Sweden

Mini Musician

NEW

My First Concert in my Room
I Like Making Music

Mini Musician

My First Action Songs

NEW

I’m a Little Dancing Bear

16m+ / 14 pp. / 16 x 16 cm / cardboard / with
rattle and 4 sound elements / € 10.00

16m+ / 14 pp. / 16 x 16 cm / cardboard / with rattle
and 4 sound elements / € 10.00

ISBN 978-3-649-63119-4

ISBN 978-3-649-63119-4

All rights available

A ll rights available

Listen! Who’s That Roaring?
Anna Taube / Günther Jakobs
24m+ / 14 pp. / 17 x 17 cm / cardboard
with 6 integrated sounds and flaps / € 9.99
ISBN 978-3-8157-5593-8
All rights available
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Board Books

6–12
months

Backlist Treasures

My Favourite Touch-and-Feel Book series
Each title:
Anna Taube / Maja Bach
12m+ / 14 pp. / 13 x 13 cm / cardboard with touch-and-feel elements / € 7.95
Rights sold to (series): China (Simplified)

Everything That Chugs and Toots

Everything That Runs and Rolls

Everything That Bellows and Buzzes

ISBN 978-3-649-61689-4

ISBN 978-3-649-61369-5

ISBN 978-3-649-61567-5

Everything That Glitters and Shines

Everything That Moos and Baas

Everything That Flits and Flies

ISBN 978-3-649-61688-7

ISBN 978-3-649-61566-8

ISBN 978-3-649-61368-8

My Peek-a-Boo series
Each title:
Dorothea Ackroyd
6m+ / 12 pp. / 13 x 13 cm / cardboard with tear-proof
flap on each double page / € 5.99
Rights sold to (series): Finland, Norway, Sweden
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•
•
•
•

Tear and saliva-resistant flaps
Popular play format
Flaps which feel like fabric
Launched in new handy format!

Peek-a-Boo, Who is
Playing There?

Peek-a-Boo, Who
Lives There?

Peek-a-Boo, Who is
Swimming There?

Peek-a-Boo, Who is
Driving There?

ISBN 978-3-649-62287-1

ISBN 978-3-649-66904-3

ISBN 978-3-649-66905-0

ISBN 978-3-649-66840-4

Peek-a-Boo, Who’s that
Nibbling?

Peek-a-Boo, Who is
Sleeping There?

Peek-a-Boo, Who is
Squealing There?

ISBN 978-3-649-62286-4

ISBN 978-3-649-62170-6

ISBN 978-3-649-66796-4

Peek-a-Boo, Who Am I?
ISBN 978-3-649-61332-9

My First Ball Book series
Each title:
Christine Kugler
6m+ / 14 pp. / 18 x 15.5 cm /
cardboard / with die-cut holes
and rotatable rattle ball / € 7.99

6–12
months

Board Books

Backlist Treasures

Rights sold to (series): Bulgaria,
Estonia, Latvia

Rolling Car

Little Bear

Little Bug

ISBN 978-3-649-62630-5

ISBN 978-3-649-67027-8

ISBN 978-3-649-67026-1

My Goggle Eyes Touch-and-Feel series
Each title:
Maike Taddicken
12m+ / 12 pp. / 10.5 x 10.5 cm / cardboard with goggle eyes /
with flocking or foil / with touch-and-feel elements / € 4.99

• With goggle eyes and lots of
different touch-and-feel elements
• Handy format

Rights sold to (series): China (Simplified)

In the Garden

Baby Animals

At the Seaside

Working Vehicles

ISBN 978-3-649-66977-7

ISBN 978-3-649-66978-4

ISBN 978-3-649-67088-9

ISBN 978-3-649-67089-6

First Things

At the Farm

Vehicles

Favourite Animals

ISBN 978-3-649-66837-4

ISBN 978-3-649-66835-0

ISBN 978-3-649-66836-7

ISBN 978-3-649-66834-3

My First Things

My Peephole Book series
Each title:
Marlit Peikert
12m+ / 12 pp. / 13 x 13 cm / cardboard with peepholes / € 3.95
All rights available

Vehicles

Farmyard

Cuddly Animals

ISBN 978-3-649-61033-5 NEW

ISBN 978-3-649-61034-2

ISBN 978-3-649-61035-9 NEW

ISBN 978-3-649-61032-8 NEW
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Board Books

18+

months

Backlist Treasures

Get On and Ride Along! series
Each title:
Hans-Christian Schmidt / Marlit Peikert
18m+ / 18 pp. / 13 x 13 cm / fanfold book
with peepholes / € 4.95

• Peepholes transform page by page
• Extra long fold-out fun
• Cheerful rhymes

Rights sold to (series): China
(Simplified), Denmark, Poland

My Truck

My Boat

My Tractor

My Train

ISBN 978-3-649-62178-2

ISBN 978-3-649-66825-1

ISBN 978-3-6 49-66826-8

ISBN 978-3-649-62177-5

That’s My Mummy series

• First matching and recognition games
• Innovative book-within-a-book concept
• Charming animal illustrations

Each title:
Hartmut Bieber
18m+ / 12 pp. / 16 x 16 cm / cardboard with contour-cutting
and a miniature book / € 7.95
Rights sold to (series): Bulgaria, Estonia, Latvia

On The Farm

At the Pond

At the Zoo

ISBN 978-3-649-61723-5

ISBN 978-3-649-61724-2

ISBN 978-3-649-61595-8

In The Forest
NEW

ISBN 978-3-649-61596-5

My Favourite
Vehicles series
Each title:
Guido Wandrey
18+ / 12 pp. / 13 x 13 cm /
with glued flaps / € 4.95
All rights available

• Popular subjects
for boys

In the Fire Brigade

On the Building Site

ISBN 978-3-649-61017-5 NEW

ISBN 978-3-649-61018-2 NEW ISBN 978-3-649-61019-9 NEW

Collecting Rubbish

On the Farm
ISBN 978-3-649-61020-5 NEW

My Little Dictionary series
Each title:
18m+ / 14 pp. / 10 x 13 cm /
cardboard / € 3.99
Rights sold to (series): Slovakia

• Handy format
• Small price
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Stefan Seidel

Manfred Rohrbeck

Stefan Seidel

Tina Frankenstein-Börlin

Vehicles

Farmyard

Building Site

Animals

ISBN 978-3-649-67103-9

ISBN 978-3-649-67106-0

ISBN 978-3-649-67105-3

ISBN 978-3-649-67104-6

18+

months

From Near to Far series
Each title:
Yousun Koh
18m+ / 14 pp. / 16 x 16 cm / cardboard with peephole / with die-cut shapes / € 6.99 / Rights sold to (series): France, Russia

The Little Bumble Bee

The Little Snail

The Little Bug

The Little Frog

ISBN 978-3-649-62339-7

ISBN 978-3-649-62290-1

ISBN 978-3-649-62289-5

ISBN 978-3-649-62338-0

Board Books

Backlist Treasures

Play Book series
Each title:
24m+ / 14 pp. / 16 x 16 cm / cardboard with pull-tabs / € 7.99 / Rights sold to (series): Israel, Italy, Sweden

Katja Richert / Martina Badstuber

Katja Richert / Martina Badstuber

Martina Badstuber

Knöpfchen Goes to the Potty

Meow Shouts Ow

Rübe is Tired

My Play Book Hand Towel
ISBN 978-3-649-62424-0

My Play Book and Plaster
ISBN 978-3-649-62425-7

My Play Book and Blanket
ISBN 978-3-649-62268-0

Rolf Fänger & Ulrike Möltgen

Rolf Fänger & Ulrike Möltgen

The Little Moon Bear and
the Colours

Rolf Fänger & Ulrike Möltgen
The Little Moon Bear

Rolf Fänger & Ulrike Möltgen

The Little Moon Bear and
the Numbers

1,2,3, Who‘s Got the Ball?

24m + / 16 pp. / 17 x 17 cm /
cardboard / 6.95 €
ISBN 3-8157-4342-7

24m + / 16 pp. / 20 x 20 cm / cardboard /
contour-cut pages, with flocking / 8.95 €
ISBN 978-3-8157-9967-3

24m + / 16 pp. / 20 x 20 cm / cardboard /
6.95 €
ISBN 649-61731-0

All rights available

All rights available

All rights available

24m + / 16 pp. / 17 x 17 cm /
cardboard / 6.95 €
ISBN 3-8157-4343-5

Katja Richert / Martina Badstuber

Mähne Brushes his Teeth
My Play Book and Mirror
ISBN 978-3-649-62269-7

The Little Moon Bear

All rights available

Maria Wissmann

Maria Wissmann

Anna Taube

Little Nelli the Duckling and
Her Friends

Goodnight, Nelli the
Duckling!

Good Night, Baby Animals!

This is How You Master the Toilet

18m+ / 16 pp. / 20 x 20 cm / cardboard
with touch-and-feel element on the
cover / with flaps and foil / € 9.95
ISBN 978-3-649-61639-9

18m+ / 16 pp. / 16 x 16 cm / cardboard with plush wings / with flaps
and hologram foil / € 7.95
ISBN 978-3-649-61984-0

18m+ / 14 pp. / 16 x 16 cm / cardboard
with holographic foil and flaps / € 7.95

24m+ / 16 pp. / 17.5 x 20.5 cm /
wcardboard / € 7.99

ISBN 978-3-649-61956-7

ISBN 978-3-649-60070-1

Rights sold to: Croatia

Rights sold to: Croatia, Slovakia, Slovenia

All rights available

All rights available

Annette Langen / Sabine Kraushaar
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Board Books

18+

months

Backlist Treasures

Where Are You? series
Each title:
Florian Ahle / Denitza Gruber
18m+ / 12 pp. / 17.5 x 20.5 cm /
cardboard with flaps / € 6.99
Rights sold to (series): Croatia,
Denmark, Estonia, Israel, Latvia

Where Are You, Little Dog?
ISBN 978-3-649-62189-8

Where Are You, Little
Bunny?

Where Are You, Little Chick?
ISBN 978-3-649-66842-8

ISBN 978-3-649-66843-5

• Popular play format:
search and find
• Strong theme: mother looking for her hiding baby
• With flaps for kids to
search along

Where Are You, Little Cat?

Where Are You, Little Bear?

Where Are You, Little Mouse?

ISBN 978-3-649-62083-9

ISBN 978-3-649-62082-2

ISBN 978-3-649-62190-4

My Woodland Animals

My Farm Animals

My Animals in the Winter

ISBN 978-3-649-61954-3

ISBN 978-3-649-67031-5

ISBN 978-3-649-66754-4

Rights sold to: Bulgaria, Estonia,
Latvia

Rights sold to: Bulgaria, Estonia, Italy,
Romania

Rights sold to: Italy

My Favourite Animals

My Favourite Animal Book

My Favourite Baby Animal Book

ISBN 978-3-649-61997-0

ISBN: 978-3-649-60345-0

ISBN 978-3-649-61348-0

Rights sold to: Denmark, Romania,

Rights sold to: Bulgaria, Denmark,
Estonia, Finland, Greece, Latvia,
Lithuania, Norway, Sweden

Rights sold to: Italy, Spain (Spanish)

My Animal World
Discovery series
Each title:
18m+ / 36 pp. / 16 x 16 cm /
cardboard / € 9.95

• Over 80 quality
photographs
• First knowledge of little
animal friends
• Over 115,000 copies sold

Sweden
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Melanie Brockamp

24+
months

Board Books

Backlist Treasures

Hartmut Bieber

My Big Search-andFind Train Book

Have a Look! Have a
Search!

24m+ / 18 pp. / 24.6 x 32 cm /
cardboard and die-cut shapes,
fold-out pages and peepholes /
€ 12.95

Everyone Is Swarming The
Place!
24m+ / 24 pp. / 23.5 x 31.5 cm /
cardboard / € 9.99

ISBN 978-3-649-61153-0

ISBN 978-3-649-66925-8

Rights sold to: China
(Simplified), The Netherlands

All rights available

Stefan Seidel

Melanie Brockamp

My Adventure Searchand-Find Book

My Fairytale Searchand-Find Book

24m+ / 14 pp. / 25.5 x 32 cm /
cardboard / with foil on the
cover / € 9.95

24m+ / 14 pp. / 25.5 x 32 cm /
cardboard / with gold foil on
the cover / € 9.95

ISBN 978-3-8157-9397-8

ISBN 978-3-8157-8480-8

All rights available

All rights available

My First Search-andFind series
Each title:
24m+ / 12 pp. / 20 x 20 cm /
cardboard with search-andfind index tabs / € 7.95
All rights available

Melanie Brockamp

Stefan Seidel

Fairytales: Where are Hansel and Gretel?

Vehicles: Where is Mr Meier?

ISBN 978-3-8157-9947-5

ISBN 978-3-8157-9948-2

Capt‘n Sharky series
Each title:
Jutta Langreuter / Silvio Neuendorf
24m+ / 26 pp. / 17.5 x 20.5 cm /
cardboard with gold foil / € 8.99
All rights available

The Great Treasure Hunt

The Mysterious Sea Monster

ISBN 978-3-649-62711-1

ISBN 978-3-649-62712-8
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Novels for Young
Readers
Picture
Books

Fantastic & Everyday Readings

NEW

Kai Lüftner / Wiebke Rauers

Fartypops, the Rattle-Dragon
3+ / 32 pp. / 21 x 28 cm / hardcover / with
fart button / € 16.00
ISBN 978-3-649-62614-5
All rights available

• Special bonus: fart button with 5 sounds
• Loveable character from Lüftner‘s Rotz‘n‘Roll radio series
• Award-winning illustrator
Whenever Fartypops tries to spit fire, there is a great rattling, tooting and parping.
It’s especially annoying when he’s trying to keep up with the other dragons. Fartypops
tries everything to tease a little flame from his throat. But finally he comes up with a
very different solution – and amazes everyone. A superb rhyming dragon adventure by
Kai Lüftner, with fantastic illustrations by Wiebke Rauers that will have you laughing,
farting and reading again and again!

Kai Lüftner / Astrid Henn

Manni in the Moon
4+ / 32 pp. / 27 x 24.5 cm / hardcover with
fluorescent glowing colour / € 13.99
ISBN 978-3-649-67034-6
All rights available

• Rhyming text
• Delightful illustrations by Astrid Henn
• Glows in the dark!
Like everyone else, Manni the astronaut – an ingenious
chap – believes a man lives in the moon. Without further
ado, he builds a rocket and blasts off into space. Discover
what - and who - he finds on the moon in exciting verses
by renaissance man Kai Lüftner and galactically great
illustrations by Astrid Henn. For all children who dream of
flying, and all grown-ups looking for love!

Glows in
the dark

Annette Langen / Andrea Hebrock

NEW

Bogey Alert!
3+ / 32 pp. / 21 x 28 cm / hardcover / with flaps / € 14.00
ISBN 978-3-649-60071-8
Rights sold to: China (Simplified)

• Interesting topic for children
• With 4 funny transformational flaps
• Story by Felix author Annette Langen
Only piglets pick their noses! Are you sure? Shall we check …?
In this quirky, funny book Annette Langen and Andrea Hebrock get to
the bottom of who really picks their noses: the bees? The flamingos?
The elephant … or is it YOU?
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Katja Reider / Henrike Wilson

NEW

You’re our Biggest Treasure
3+ / 32 pp. / 25.4 x 30 cm / hardcover / € 15.00
ISBN 978-3-649-62663-3
Rights sold to: Romania

• A declaration of love for your child
• Gives a sense of security and trust
• Other baby-bear products available
from our album range

Picture
Books
Novels for Young
Readers

Books illustrated by Henrike Wilson

“Why do you call me little treasure?” the little bear asks his mummy.
“Because you’re everything Daddy and I ever wished for. You’re the most
important thing in the world to us!” Now the little bear has more questions:
Did Mummy and Daddy love him this much from the beginning? Would they
still love him if he did something bad, and will they love him for the rest of
his life? For all those who can’t tell each other often enough how much they
love each other.

Katja Reider / Henrike Wilson

NEW

I’m So Tired
3+ / 32 pp. / 23 x 30 cm / hardcover / € 14.00
ISBN 978-3-649-62388-5
All rights available

• A topic familiar to all parents
• Amusing, tongue-in-cheek story by Katja Reider
• Imaginative illustrations by Henrike Wilson
This little piggy went wild … Piglet isn’t tired – unlike his mummy. She
trudges around after him as he dashes into the henhouse, jumps over the
sheep with great bounds, and rolls excitedly down the slope – dreaming of
finally getting some peace and quiet. But when Piglet bumps into Wild Willy,
she is suddenly wide awake …
A book for all children who don’t want to go to bed (yet) – and their very
tired parents.

Katja Reider / Henrike Wilson

Katja Reider / Henrike Wilson

Barbara van den Speulhof / Henrike Wilson

Best Friends Again

Joschi, the Mouse Hero!

Ginpuin

3+ / 32 pp. / 24.5 x 30 cm / hardcover / € 12.99
ISBN 978-3-649-66790-2
Rights sold to: The Netherlands

Home Alone for the First Time
3+ / 32 pp. / 23 x 30 cm / hardcover / € 11.95
ISBN 978-3-8157-5539-6
Rights sold to: China (Simplified)

A Story about Accepting Oneself
4+ / 32 pp. / 25.4 x 30 cm / hardcover / € 12.95
ISBN 978-3-649-61054-0
All rights available
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Novels for Young
Readers
Picture
Books

Onno & Ontje

The story of an unusual friendship in a
unique little island world
• Important everyday topic for children: looking
out for each other and sticking together
• Charming tale of friendship with a funny twist
• Series by film producer Thomas Springer
(”Pettersson & Findus”)

Thomas Springer / Alexandra Langenbeck

NEW

Friends are the Greatest Gift · Vol. 4
ISBN 978-3-649-63041-8

Cover not final

„Hurrah! It’s finally Christmas, with candles and a tree and sweet
things!“ Ontje Otter can’t wait for Christmas to arrive. But then, the night
before the big day, there is a terrible snowstorm over the sea and Onno’s
wife Olga gets stuck out on the mudflats with her fishing boat and all the
Christmas things. What now? Onno and Ontje quickly set off with the old
handcart: they have to rescue Olga and their first Christmas together!

Onno & Ontje series
Each title:
3+ / 32 pp. / 25.4 x 30 cm / hardcover / € 13.00
Rights sold to (series): Estonia, Russia

Thomas Springer / Matthias Derenbach

Thomas Springer / Matthias Derenbach

Thomas Springer / Alexandra Langenbeck

Suddenly Best Friends Forever · Vol. 1

One Friend Helps the Other.
Always! · Vol. 2

The World’s Greatest Friends · Vol. 3

ISBN 978-3-649-66920-3

ISBN 978-3-649-67154-1
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ISBN 978-3-649-62670-1

Hilarious bandit story
• Series with crazily wild characters
• Funny illustrations by Walko
• A surprising twist in a fart-filled bandit story

The Bandits’ Treasure · Vol. 4

Picture
Books
Novels for Young
Readers

The Wild Bandit Thunderfart

NEW

ISBN 978-3-649-62995-5

Crumbs and crikey! Thunderfart is completely beside himself
when he hears on the radio that the Thunderhouse Windmill is to
be torn down: his great uncle Rabatzki once hid some hard-won
booty somewhere near there. Gold makes you happy, the wild
bandit thinks, so there’s no question about it – he has to dig up
the treasure before the building work starts. But Willi Grumaldo
and his brothers Winni and Wolfi are already waiting at the
windmill to snatch the gold from them. A true bandit captain isn’t
beaten that easily, though … Walko brings us another witty,
fast-paced, exciting story about the wild bandit Captain
Thunderfart and his gang, complete with funny illustrations. And
in the end, it becomes clear that gold does make you happy … as
long as you share it!

The Wild Bandit Thunderfart series
Each title:
Walko
3+ / 36-40 pp. / 23 x 30 cm / hardcover / € 15.00
All rights available

The Bandit Test · Vol. 1

Attack from Space · Vol. 2

Friday 13th · Vol. 3

ISBN 978-3-649-61744-0

ISBN 978-3-649-66946-3

ISBN 978-3-649-62655-8
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Novels for Young
Readers
Picture
Books

Everyday Themes

The GrumbLEtroll series
The Grumbletroll series
Each title:
Barbara van den Speulhof / Stephan Pricken
3+ / 36 pp. / 23 x 30 cm / hardcover / € 14.00
Rights sold to (series): Romania

• Strong new character
• Important topic: dealing with frustration
• Helps children put a stop to fits of rage
The Grumbletroll · Vol. 1

NEW

ISBN 978-3-649-62893-4

What a splendid life – if it wasn’t for the stupid hut that falls down
even though the little troll went to so much trouble to build it. Or the
stupid tree that he can shove and shake as much he likes without a
single apple falling.
The little troll gets terribly angry. It’s like there’s a storm inside him.
With lightning shooting out of the sky and thunder rumbling and
grumbling mightily. Yes, that’s exactly how he feels: he’s a troll who
rumbles and grumbles. A grumbletroll!
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The Grumbletroll
… isn’t Grumbling Today! · Vol. 2

NEW

ISBN 978-3-649-63164-4

Of course he will! The Grumbletroll makes a bet with his friends. But
when they swipe a delicious cake from under his nose, all he wants to
do is scream and stamp his feet. Then he remembers the bet – and puts
the grumblestorm aside. He even manages not to grumble when a frightened crow poos right on his nose, and when he trips over a branch and
falls flat on his face. But when his friends laugh at him, he can’t take
it any longer. Laughing at people is really mean. Now the Grumbletroll
wants to grumble and rumble and thunder and flash with anger. He
wants to throw himself on the ground and yell. And that’s exactly what
he does! Oh no! Will his friends be able to make it up to him …?
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Small but mighty!
Hektor does (not) Play with Girls · Vol. 2

NEW

ISBN 978-3-649-62892-7

Picture
Books
Novels for Young
Readers

Everyday Themes

• New series with ´strong` heroes who
are allowed to show weaknesses
• Dealing with good and bad prejudices and other concerns
• Kindergarten topics and everyday situations,
brought to life by Günther Jakobs
• Plush toy available

Cover not final

Hektor is happy: the butterfly house he has built with Klara and Mücke
is sooo pretty! But Rocky Hedgehog says butterflies are just for girls. I
guess that’s true, thinks Hektor, and goes off to play treeball with Rocky.
But the girls are cross and challenge them to a match: girls against
boys! And in the end, Hektor has to admit that a game of treeball has
never been as much fun as it is with Klara and Mücke …

Hektor series
Each title:
Anne Ameling / Günther Jakobs
4+ / 32 pp. / 25.4 x 30 cm / hardcover / € 14.00
Rights sold to (series): Romania

Hektor isn‘t Scared · Vol. 1
ISBN 978-3-649-62836-1

Hektor and his friends cause trouble in the forest. Hektor, Squirrel, Owl
and Hedgehog are a super-strong gang (even if the fawn doesn’t want
to play with them). But then their football goes over into BB’s garden.
And BB is dangerous, because BB stands for Bad Bear. Of course, Hektor
will go and get the ball back for his friends – after all, he’s the bravest!
… or is he?
A new picture book series with topics like fear and being cool, bravery
and cowardice, good and bad prejudices and the little things pre-school
children worry about.
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Novels for Young
Readers
Picture
Books

Strong Books for Strong Kids

Exploring Sensitive Themes

Petra Lazik / Kai Schüttler

Annette Langen / Annette Swoboda

No! No! I’m not Getting Into a Stranger’s Car!

Today I’m Sleeping Somewhere Else

5+ / 32 pp. / 22 x 25 cm / hardcover with linen back / € 14.95

3+ / 32 pp. / 21 x 28 cm / hardcover / € 13.99

ISBN 978-3-649-62185-0

ISBN 978-3-649-61640-5

All rights available

All rights available

• Topic: not going with strangers
• Building awareness to say ‘no’ to strangers

• Topic: first overnight stay at a friend’s house
• Important topic for starting to
become independent
• By Felix author Annette Langen

Anja Möbest / Barbara Korthues

Maja Bach

When Mum was Always Sad

Goodbye, Little Birdy!

When a Parent Falls ill with Depression
4+ / 32 pp. / 22 x 25 cm / hardcover with linen back /
with 3 transformation flaps / € 14.95
ISBN 978-3-649-62021-1

A Story About Saying Goodbye, and Death
3+ / 32 pp. / 22 x 25 cm / hardcover with linen back / € 12.95
ISBN 978-3-649-62102-7
All rights available

All rights available

• Topic: mentally ill parent
• Supports children with parents suffering
from depression
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• Topic: death
• Eases talk with children about death

Books on central, essential topics
Based on current prevention work
Written by authors with experience in the field
With practical tips from experts

Antje Szillat / Marion Goedelt

Picture
Books
Novels for Young
Readers

Strong Books for Strong Kids

NEW

You Don’t Belong Here!
A Story About Bullying in Pre-school
5+ / 34 pp. / 22 x 25 cm / hardcover / with fold-out page / € 15.00
ISBN 978-3-62849-1
Former edition sold to: China (Simplified)

• Topic: bullying in pre-school
• Gives courage to break the silence
Tommi doesn’t like goingt to pre-school, now that Johannes has
joined his group. Johannes has already called him a dork, tripped him
up and laughed at him. And the other children laughed too. Mum
doesn’t know anything about this. Nor does Nina, the pre-school
teacher. But if Tommi tells on him, it will all get much worse … It’s
completely normal for children to argue. But if a child is systematically excluded, this becomes bullying. Tommi’s story will make children,
parents and carers alike sensitive to this issue. It gives children the
courage to break their silence, plus tips on managing their anger, or
practising mutual respect and interacting positively with each other.

Harriet Grundmann / Marc-Alexander Schulze

We’ll Always be There for You
When Mum and Dad Split up
4+ / 32 S. / 22 x 25 cm / hardcover with linen
back / € 14.95
ISBN 978-3-8157-9520-0
All rights available

• Topic: seperation &
divorce of parents
• Longseller – 6th edition

Antonie Schneider / Betina Gotzen-Beek

Heaven for Grandma
A Book about Death and Dying
3+ / 32 pp. / 22 x 25 cm / hardcover with linen back / € 14.95
ISBN 978-3-8157-7003-0
All rights available

• Topic: death of a relative
• With tips on saying goodbye and
coping with grief
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Novels for Young
Readers
Picture
Books

Coppenrath‘s Successful Characters
Princess Lillifee series
Each title (Vol. 1–11):
Monika Finsterbusch
4+ / 32 pp. / 21.5 x 21.5 cm / € 14.95

Princess Lillifee Has a
Secret · Vol. 2

Princess Lillifee and the
Little Mermaid · Vol. 3

Princess Lillifee and the
Unicorn · Vol. 4

Rights sold to: Latvia, The
Netherlands, Spain (Spanish)

ISBN 978-3-8157-3522-0

ISBN 978-3-8157-4098-3

ISBN 978-3-8157-4384-2

Right sold to: Spain (Spanish)

Rights sold to: Spain (Spanish)

Rights sold to: Spain (Spanish)

Princess Lillifee Little
Ballerina · Vol. 5

Princess Lillifee and the
Little Dolphin · Vol. 6

Princess Lillifee and the
Little Fawn · Vol. 7

Princess Lillifee and the
Little Dragon · Vol. 8

ISBN 978-3-8157-6860-0

ISBN 978-3-8157-8377-1

ISBN 978-3-8157-9675-7

ISBN 978-3-8157-5580-8

Rights sold to: The Netherlands,
Spain (Spanish)

Rights sold to: Israel, Slovenia,
Spain (Spanish)

Rights sold to: Bulgaria, Croatia,
Georgia, Israel, Romania, The
Netherlands, Spain (Spanish)

Rights sold to: France, Spain
(Spanish)

Princess Lillifee and the
Rock Crystal · Vol. 9

Curtains Up for Princess
Lillifee! · Vol. 10

Princess Lillifee and the
Big Fairy Ball · Vol. 11

Princess Lillifee Saves
Unicorn Paradise · Vol. 12

ISBN 978-3-649-60886-8

ISBN 978-3-649-61444-9

ISBN 978-3-649-61673-3

Rights sold to: Bulgaria, Iceland,
The Netherlands, Slovenia, Spain
(Spanish)

Rights sold to: Bulgaria, Iceland,
The Netherlands, Spain (Spanish)

Rights sold to: Bulgaria, The
Netherlands, Spain (Spanish)

3+ / 36 pp. / 24.5 x 30 cm / € 16.95
ISBN 978-3-649-66829-9

Princess Lillifee · Vol. 1
ISBN 978-3-8157-3196-8

Princess Lillifee and the
Flying Elephant · Vol. 13
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• International bestseller – originally
translated into 25 languages
• 2 million copies sold worldwide

Rights sold to: The Netherlands,
Spain (Spanish)

Princess Lillifee and the
Lost Star · Vol. 14

3+ / 36 pp. / 24.5 x 30 cm / € 16.95
ISBN 978-3-649-62295-6

3+ / 36 pp. / 24.5 x 30 cm / € 16.95
ISBN 978-3-649-67028-5

Rights sold to: The Netherlands,
Spain (Spanish)

All rights available

NEW

3+ / 36 pp. / 24.5 x 30 cm / € 17.00
ISBN 978-3-649-63188-0
All rights available
Flori the bird gets stranded in Rosaria and takes Princess Lillifee
with him to his far-off home. But no sooner have they reached
the green jungle than Flori just flies off – and to make matters
worse, Princess Lillifee then gets hit on the head by a coconut
and falls to the ground, unconscious. A little monkey steals her
glittering crown and her magic wand, and runs away with them.
Luckily Moma, the mummy monkey, finds Lillifee and takes her to
the animal hospital. She soon feels better. But the little fairy can’t
remember her name – she doesn’t know who she is, or where
she lives. All the same, she is still a friendly, helpful fairy at heart:
she starts helping out in the hospital, looking after sick and injured
jungle animals. After a while, Flori suddenly turns up again. He
learns what has happened and fetches Pupsi Pig from Rosaria.
When the little fairy sees her friend, her memory returns. The little
monkey sheepishly gives back her crown and wand, and after a
jolly jungle party, Pupsi and Lillifee head for home.

Picture
Books
Novels for Young
Readers

Princess Lillifee and the
Animal Hospital · Vol. 15

A warm-hearted story about helping and being there for each
other, which encourages even preschool-age children to think
about the important questions: „Who am I?“ and „What makes
me me?“

Monika Finsterbusch
Princess Lillifee

Monika Finsterbusch
Princess Lillifee

Dance with Me!

Welcome to my Magical World!

Join-in Sound Book
18m+ / 10 pp. / 22 x 22 cm / cardboard picture book /
with glittery sound bar and 5 sounds / € 14.95
ISBN 978-3-649-62530-8

3+ / 16 pp. / 21 x 26 cm / hardcover with glitter, velvet effect
and ribbon / with extra-sturdy pages / € 12.99
ISBN 978-3-649-62360-1

Rights sold to: Spain (Spanish)

All rights available

• A book full of little girls‘ dreams
• Decorative features
Princess Lillifee gets a visit from the flower elves Vera und Primula. Finally! The
two elves are the heralds of spring. And that’s not all: Vera and Primula surprise Lillifee with a beautiful present. Together the three friends spend a perfect
princess’s day in the magical world of Rosaria.
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Novels for Young
Readers
Picture
Books
60

Coppenrath‘s Successful Characters

Capt’n Sharky series
Each title (Vol. 1–11):
Jutta Langreuter / Silvio Neuendorf
3+ / 32 pp. / 23 x 30 cm / hardcover with gold foil / € 12.95 - € 13.99

• New movie available
• A total of 600,000 Capt’n Sharky picture books sold
• Thrilling pirate adventures across the globe

Capt’n Sharky and the Mystery
of the Treasure Island · Vol. 1

Capt’n Sharky and the
Sea Monster · Vol. 2

Capt’n Sharky and the
Prison Island · Vol. 3

Capt’n Sharky – Adventures
in the Rocky Cave · Vol. 4

ISBN 978-3-8157-4348-6

ISBN 978-3-8157-7283-6

ISBN 978-3-8157-8378-8

ISBN 978-3-8157-9672-6

Rights sold to: China
(Simplified), Latvia, Vietnam

Rights sold to:
China (Simplified), Vietnam

Rights sold to: China (Simplified)

Rights sold to: China
(Simplified), Slovenia

Capt’n Sharky and the
Giant Octopus · Vol. 5

Capt’n Sharky and the
Desert Island · Vol. 6

Capt’n Sharky and the
Whale Calf Rescue · Vol. 7

Capt‘n Sharky and the
Vikings · Vol. 8

ISBN 978-3-8157-9841-6

ISBN 978-3-649-60253-8

ISBN 978-3-649-61319-0

ISBN 978-3-649-61472-2

Rights sold to: China
(Simplified), Denmark, Vietnam

Rights sold to: China
(Simplified), Denmark,
Italy, Slovenia

Rights sold to: China
(Simplified), Denmark, Vietnam

Rights sold to: China
(Simplified), Denmark

Capt’n Sharky and the
Sultan’s Dagger · Vol. 9

Capt’n Sharky in the Wild
West · Vol. 10

Capt‘n Sharky and the Deep
Sea Treasure · Vol. 11

ISBN 978-3-649-61854-6

ISBN 978-3-649-62125-6

ISBN 978-3-649-62296-3

Rights sold to: China
(Simplified), Denmark

Rights sold to: China (Simplified)

Rights sold to: China (Simplified)

Capt‘n Sharky and the Mysterious
Mist Island · Vol. 13

NEW

3+ / 32 pp. / 23 x 30 cm / hardcover with gold foil / with flaps / € 15.00
ISBN 978-3-649-62976-4
All rights available

•
•
•
•

Picture
Books
Novels for Young
Readers

Jutta Langreuter / Silvio Neuendorf

Exciting new Jules-Verne-style theme
The 13th book in our successful pirate series
Fantastical pictures of an ancient world
With flaps
Clonk! What was that? Michi looks and is soon pulling a message in a
bottle over the side of the ship – with a real treasure map inside! But the
island where the treasure is hidden isn’t marked anywhere on the map.
Sharky and Michi are intrigued. They set sail, determined to find it … not
realising that it isn’t just treasure that awaits them on the island, but a
whole host of dangers from an ancient world! After two successful deepsea
adventures, Capt’n Sharky dives into an exciting new world – full of strange,
larger-than-life creatures who have survived through the ages.

Jutta Langreuter / Silvio Neuendorf

Film rights sold to:

Capt’n Sharky and the Sunken City · Vol. 12

Baltic States, Bulgaria, China, Hungary,
India, Latin America, Lebanon, Middle
East, Portugal, Spain, Andorra, Russia,
South Korea, Turkey, Ukraine

3+ / 40 pp. / 23 x 30 cm / hardcover / with gold foil / with foldout page / € 15.00
ISBN 978-3-649-62611-4
All rights available
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Novels for Young
Readers
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Books

A Coppenrath
Classic Worldwide
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Annette Langen / Constanza Droop

NEW

A Swiss Journey with Felix
Exciting Letters From the Travelling Cuddly Rabbit
with 4 real letters, 2 flaps, 1 recipe and 1 info card / € 18.00
ISBN 978-3-649-66687-5
All rights available

• A child’s-eye view of Switzerland
• Includes real letters

Picture
Books
Novels for Young
Readers

Coppenrath‘s Successful Characters

To be on the safe side, Sophie puts Felix into her rucksack before she and her family arrive in
Zermatt on the Glacier Express. She doesn’t want him disappearing again! But they have only just
reached Switzerland when her rucksack is accidentally swapped with a mountaineer’s … Felix
suddenly finds himself on the Matterhorn – and that’s just the first stop on his Swiss adventure.
This is the story of all the things that happen to the little rabbit between the Matterhorn and Basel,
Alpine folk festivals, chocolate and bell factories, told with the help of four real letters and some
surprising extras.

Annette Langen / Constanza Droop

Annette Langen / Constanza Droop

Annette Langen / Constanza Droop

Annette Langen / Constanza Droop

Letters from Felix

A Little Rabbit Travels Round
the World · Vol. 1

A Little Rabbit Travels
Back in Time · Vol. 2

A Little Rabbit Explores
Our Blue Planet · Vol. 3

5+ / hardcover / with 6 real letters,
photo, pyramid plan, and 6 stickers
in envelope / €12.95
ISBN 978-3-8157-1100-2

5+ / 6 real letters, a construction
plan for a ship, a Japanese flag and a
large historical wall map / € 12.95
ISBN 978-3-8157-1200-9

6+ / 6 real letters / with inflatable
globe / € 14.95
ISBN 978-3-8157-1400-1

Rights sold to: Bulgaria, China, Israel,
Japan, Poland, Romania, Vietnam

Rights sold to: Bulgaria, China,
Japan, Poland, Vietnam

A Little Rabbit Travels Round the
World (25th Anniversary Edition)
5+ / hardcover with cloth cover, title
card and plush application / 6 real letters
and extras / € 25.00
ISBN 978-3-649-63055-5
All rights available

Annette Langen / Constanza Droop

Annette Langen / Constanza Droop

Annette Langen / Constanza Droop

A Little Rabbit Visits
Father Christmas · Vol. 4

Felix and the Flying
Suitcase Adventure · Vol. 6

Letters from the
Adventurous Rabbit · Vol. 7

6+ / 5 envelopes / fold out pages /
with Christmas hat / € 14.95
ISBN 978-3-8157-1500-8

5+ / 6 real letters, a map, a framed
photo, a tangram and a bandana /
€ 14.95
ISBN 978-3-8157-2400-7

Rights sold to: Bulgaria, China,
Japan, Korea, Poland, Vietnam

Rights sold to: Bulgaria, China,
Korea, Poland, Vietnam

5+ / with 6 real letters / photo / papercraft dreidel / instructions for weaving
a Sami fabric / small gift: traditional
Maori board game, printed on fabric,
including pieces / € 14.95
ISBN 978-3-8157-3600-5
Rights sold to: Bulgaria, China,
Poland

Rights sold to: Bulgaria, China,
Israel, Poland, Vietnam

Annette Langen / Constanza Droop

The Great Felix
World Atlas
5+ / 60 pp. / 22.8 x 32.5 cm / with
removable compass / for use with
TING pen (not included) / € 24.95
ISBN 978-3-649-61670-2 NEW
All rights available
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Novels for Young
Readers
Picture
Books

Coppenrath‘s Children‘s Classics

Relaunch of evergreen-series
Coppenrath‘s Children‘s Classics relaunch series
Each title:
5+ / 48–56 pp. / 21.5 x 30 cm / hardcover / with foil, banderole and spot varnish / € 20.00
All rights available

Carlo Collodi / Kestutis Kasparavicius

Frances H. Burnett / Laura Michell

Rudyard Kipling / Silvio Neuendorf

Pinocchio

The Little Lord

The Jungle Book

ISBN 978-3-649-62864-4 W

ISBN 978-3-649-62865-1 W

ISBN 978-3-649-63191-0W

Coppenrath‘s Children‘s Classics series
Each title:
5+ / 48 –128 pp. / 21.5 x 26.5 cm / hardcover / with flocking
on the cover / € 14.95 –16.95

• Children’s classics with literature retold in
easily comprehensible words
• Over 18 books in series
• Carefully abridged original texts

56 pp.
Selma Lagerlöf / Günther Jakobs

Theodor Storm / Almud Kunert

Nils Holgersson

The Rainmaiden
ISBN 978-3-649-61515-6
Rights sold to: Georgia, Russia

ISBN 978-3-649-60559-1 W
Rights sold to: Estonia

48 pp.

80 pp.
Charles Dickens / Ute Simon

Hans Christian Andersen / Ute Simon

Snow White and other
Grimm Fairy Tales

A Christmas Story

Winter and Christmas Tales

ISBN 978-3-649-60870-7
All rights available
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ISBN 978-3-8157-71110-5
Rights sold to: Russia

128 pp.

56 pp.

56 pp.

80 pp.

The Brothers Grimm / Markus Zöller

ISBN 978-3-8157-4277-3
Rights sold to: Croatia, China
(Simplified), Vietnam

48 pp.

Lewis Carroll / Sophie Schmid

Alice in Wonderland
ISBN 978-3-8157-4285-3
Rights sold to: China (Simplified),
Vietnam

56 pp.

56 pp.

James M. Barrie / Markus Zöller

Johanna Spyri / Ute Simon

Frances H. Burnett / Betina Gotzen-Beek

L. Frank Baum / Markus Zöller

Peter Pan

Heidi

The Secret Garden

The Wizard of Oz

ISBN 978-3-8157-4138-2
Rights sold to: Russia

ISBN 978-3-8157-3922-5
All rights available

ISBN 978-3-8157-7852-4
All rights available

ISBN 978-3-8157-3989-1
Rights sold to: China (Simplified),
Vietnam

BAD MOOD AND OTHER FAMILY CHALLENGES

Picture
Books
Novels for Young
Readers

The Little Grumble Cow

• Over 350,000 copies sold of series
• A classic for over 15 years: standard
reference for parents and educators

Annette Langen / Dorothea Ackroyd

Annette Langen / Dorothea Ackroyd

The Little Grumble Cow

Dingaling! Here Comes the
Little Grumble Cow

Or: How You Can Chase Away
a Bad Mood
3+ / 32 pp. / 21 x 28 cm / hardcover / € 10.00
ISBN 978-3-649-66816-9
Rights sold to: China (Simplified)

3+ / 24 pp. / 21 x 28 cm / hardcover / € 12.95
ISBN 978-3-8157-2184-1
All rights available

Annette Langen / Dorothea Ackroyd

Annette Langen / Dorothea Ackroyd

Annette Langen / Dorothea Ackroyd

Gumble Cow Approaching!

Watch out, Little Grumble Cow

Or: How to Avoid Stress in Everyday
Family Life
3+ / 32 pp. / 21 x 28 cm / hardcover / €12.95
ISBN 978-3-8157-3595-4

Or: How Children are Safe on the Road
3+ / 32 pp. / 21 x 28 cm / hardcover / € 11.95
ISBN 978-3-8157-2574-0

The Little Gumble Cow is (not)
Behaving Well

All rights available

All rights available

3+ / 32 pp. / 21 x 28 cm / hardcover / € 12.95
ISBN 978-3-8157-9252-0
All rights available

Annette Langen / Dorothea Ackroyd

Annette Langen / Dorothea Ackroyd

Annette Langen / Dorothea Ackroyd

The Whining Monster

The Roaring Lion

The Bleating Sheep

3+ / 32 pp. / 21 x 28 cm / hardcover / € 12.95
ISBN 978-3-8157-8110-4

3+ / 32 pp. / 21 x 28 cm / hardcover / € 12.95
ISBN 978-3-8157-4341-6

3+ / 32 pp. / 21 x 28 cm / hardcover / € 12.95
ISBN 978-3-8157-4340-9

All rights available

All rights available

All rights available
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Novels for Young
Readers
Picture
Books

Backlist Treasures

Helme Heine

Helme Heine

Katja Reider / Michael Schober

The Dumbster Bumm

Tabaluga and his Quest
for Fire

I Want That!

Or: I’ll Always be There for You
4+ / 32 pp. / 23 x 30 cm / hardcover
with Efalin back / € 14.95

4+ / 56 pp. / 23 x 30 cm / hardcover
with linen spine / € 14.95

ISBN 978-3-649-62340-3

ISBN 978-3-649-66750-6

All rights available

All rights available

Sybille Terrahe / Christiane Paulsen /
Andrea Hebrock

Jutta Langreuter / Silvio Neuendorf

Sun in my Belly

3+ / 32 pp. / hardcover with velvet
effect / € 12.95
ISBN 978-3-649-61478-4

A Story About Love
3+ / 32 pp. / 24.5 x 27.4 cm / hardcover
with die-cut holes / € 13.99
ISBN 978-3-649-66930-2
All rights available

NEW

Are You Still My Friend?

Rights sold to: Russia

Sharing with Friends is Fun
3+ / 32 pp. / hardcover / € 12.95
ISBN 978-3-649-61250-6
All rights available

Ellen Alpsten / Andrea Hebrock

Vincelot and the Fiery
Dragon · Vol. 1
3+ / 32 pp. / 23 x 30 cm / hardcover with
printed silver foil and embossing / € 12.95
ISBN 978-3-649-60889-9
Rights sold to (series): Denmark, Malta,
Romania, Slovenia, Vietnam

Vincelot and the Black
Knight · Vol. 2
ISBN 978-3-649-61299-5

Vincelot and the Ghost of
Dragon Rock · Vol. 3
ISBN 978-3-649-61641-2

Vincelot and the Secret
Dungeon · Vol. 4
ISBN 978-3-649-61691-7
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Anne Mussenbrock

Ulrike Kaup / Carola Holland

The Easter Egg Express

The Great Easter Egg Hunt

24m+ / 16 pp. / 22.7 x 17 cm / cardboard
with plastic eggs / € 10.00
ISBN 978-3-649-63120-0

24m+ / 18 pp. / 16 x 16 cm / cardboard
with fold-out page / € 6.99
ISBN 978-3-649-62337-3

Rights sold to: France, Greece

All rights available

Anna Taube / Anne Mussenbrock

Erwin Grosche / Anne Mussenbrock

5 Eggs in the Hay
for Easter Day!

Peek-a-Boo, Where Did You
Hide the Egg?

24m+ / 16 pp. / 23 x 17 cm / cardboard with
die-cut windows and 5 plastic eggs / € 9.95
ISBN 978-3-649-62001-3

24m+ / 12 pp. / 16 x 16 cm / cardboard
with sliders / € 8.99
ISBN 978-3-649-62679-4

Rights sold to: France, Greece

All rights available

Ute Thönissen

Ute Thönissen

Hurry up, Little Easter Rabbit!

Little Julie is Going to be
Easter Rabbit

2+ / 14.5. x 17 cm / cardboard / tactile element
and glossy foil on the cover / laminated
cardboard / € 4.95
ISBN 978-3-8157-3636-6
All rights available

Easter Books

Easter Fun

2+ / 14.5. x 17 cm / cardboard / tactile element
and glossy foil on the cover / laminated
cardboard / € 4.95
ISBN 978-3-8157-3637-4
All rights available
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Christmas Books

Christmas Stories

Harriet Grundmann / Kerstin M. Schuld

My first Christmas

NEW

Sabine Frielinghaus

The Mouse in the Christmas House
2+ / 18 pp. / 20 x 20 cm / cardboard / with flaps and tactile
elements / with gold and glitter on all pages / € 8.95

With Advent Calendar
24m+ / 16 pp. / 21.5 x 23.5 cm / cardboard with
holographic foil / with 24 flaps / € 10.00

ISBN 978-3-8157-9524-8
All rights available

ISBN 978-3-649-62738-8
All rights available

Michaela Heitmann / Susan Niessen

Katharina Siegers

Katharina Siegers

The Christmas Castle

Mail for Father Christmas

A Star above the Crib

2+ / 16 pp. / 21.5 x 28 cm / cardboard /
contour cut / with gold and glitter foil / with
die-cuts / € 9.95
ISBN 978-3-8157-7194-5

2+ / 10 pp. / 17 x 24 cm / cardboard / contour-cut /
with foil and flaps / € 6.95
ISBN 978-3-8157-7193-8

2+ / 10 pp. / 17 x 24 cm / cardboard /
contour-cut / with foil and flaps / € 6.95
ISBN 978-3-8157-7189-1

All rights available

All rights available

Irmgard Paule

Harriet Grundmann / Kerstin M. Schuld

Christa Wisskirchen / Anne Mussenbrock

The Teeny Tiny Christmas Star

The Winter Wonder

My Best Christmas Ever

24m+ / 18 pp. / 16.5 x 13 cm / cardboard
with holographic foil / € 5.99
ISBN 978-3-649-67024-7

A Magical Christmas
24m+ / 22 pp. / 16 x 16 cm / cardboard
with glitter / € 7.99

24m+ / 16 pp. / 23 x 18 cm /
cardboard withglitter / € 8.99
ISBN 978-3-649-61823-2

All rights available

ISBN 978-3-649-62493-6

All rights available

All rights available

All rights available
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We’re waiting for Christmas …

Anette Langen / Ute Simon

Stephan Goetz / Dorothea Ackroyd

Who Guarded the Christ Child?

Merry Christmas, Charlie!

3+ / 40 pp. / 21 x 28 cm / hardcover with glitter /
with fold-out page / € 13.99
ISBN 978-3-649-62321-2

How I Celebrated my First Christmas
3+ / 32 pp. / 25.4 x 30 cm / hardcover / with velvet effect
and foil / € 13.99

All rights available

ISBN 978-3-649-62718-0

Christmas Books

Christmas Stories
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All rights available

• The Christmas story from the
viewpoint of a little spider
• Exciting perspectives

• A Christmas story from the
perspective of a little dog
• Entertaining narrative
• For dog fans of all ages

Ingrid Uebe / Markus Zöller

24 Little Angels
Stories and Poems for
Every Day of Advent
3+ / 64 pp. / 21 x 26.5 cm / hardcover with glitter / separate advent
calendar with glitter / € 14.95
ISBN 978-649-62627-5

Angelica Rissmann / Christian Kämpf

Paul and the Darned
Carrot Nose-Gang
3+ / 32 pp. / 21 x 28 cm / hardcover /
iridescent glitter on cover and inside
pages / foil stamping on cover / € 12.95
ISBN 978-3-8157-3477-3
All rights available

All rights available

Jutta Langreuter / Dorothea Ackroyd

Gaby Grosser / Susanne Wechdorn

Three Angels and
the First Christmas

Angel Elias Makes a Wish

3+ / 32 pp. / 23 x 30 cm / hardcover
with gold glitter / € 12.95
ISBN 978-3-8157-9673-3
All rights available

3+ / 96 pp. / 17 x 22 cm / hardcover
with glitter / 4-colour print / € 5.99
ISBN 978-3-649-67045-2
All rights available
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Religious Books

NEW

Michaela Heitmann

Tell Me About Creation
24m+ / 16 pp. / 20.5 x 20.5 cm / cardboard / with
contour-cut edges and index tabs / € 10.00
ISBN 978-3-649-62922-1
All rights available
In seven days, God created the world: the rivers, lakes and
oceans, tall trees and brightly-coloured flowers, all the animals,
me … and you, too! This book is round like the world, with
seven index tabs that will help even very young children to
understand and learn about the Biblical creation story.

• One of the most popular Bible stories
• The book’s shape adds to the story
• Teaches respect for the world we live in

Miriam Cordes

NEW

Tell Me About Easter
First Knowledge for Little Ones
24m+ / 14 pp. / 11.5 x 15 cm / cardboard / € 4.99
ISBN 978-3-649-63077-7
All rights available

• First little non-fiction book about Easter
• Important topic
Every year, on the first Sunday after the Spring full moon, we celebrate Easter.
In the most important festival of the Christian calendar, people remember the
death and resurrection of Jesus. But where did Palm Sunday get its name?
What is Maundy Thursday? And what happens on Good Friday? Using simple
words and colourful pictures, this book explains what we celebrate at Easter.

Ilona Einwohlt / Sabine Kraushaar

NEW

Dear Guardian Angel …
216 Mix-and-Match Prayers
24m+ / 14 pp. / 13 x 20 cm / cardboard / with
mix-and-match pages in three sections / € 7.00
ISBN 978-3-649-62975-7
All rights available

• Ever-popular guardian angel theme
• Successful predecessor
The individual pictures and rhymes can be endlessly
recombined by turning the three-part pages – allowing
you to transform the book’s 6 prayers into more than
200. Mix-and-match fun, ideal for a bedtime ritual.
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Kerstin M. Schuld

NEW

Dorothea Cüppers

The Big Christmas
Search-and-Find Story

The Christmas Story

24+ / 14 pp. / 21.5 x 28 cm / hardcover with foil /
with 6 fold-out pages / € 13.00

ISBN 978-3-649-62863-7

Religious Books

First Bible Stories

NEW

24m+ / 12 pp. / 13 x 13 cm / cardboard / € 4.99

ISBN 978-3-649-62853-8
All rights available

• A playful way to learn about the
Christmas story
The Biblical Christmas story based on the gospels of Matthew and
Luke – from the annunciation to the birth of the baby Jesus. Lots
of search-and-find fun that will teach even the youngest children
what we celebrate at Christmas.

All rights available

• Ideal for advent calendars or
St Nicholas gifts
Every year we celebrate Christmas Eve. We light the lights on the
Christmas tree, sing carols and unwrap presents. But what actually
happened when the baby Jesus was born …?

Margret Nussbaum / Andrea Hebrock

The Shepherd Boy and
the First Christmas

NEW

24m+ / 12 pp. / 20 x 20 cm / cardboard / with foil and 1 flap / € 10.00
Margret Nussbaum / Maria Wissmann

The Little Guardian Angel
by your Side

NEW

3+ / 18 pp. / 16 x 16 cm / hardcover with foil / € 10.00
ISBN 978-3-649-63078-4
All rights available
Lea und Jonas are excited: soon they’ll have a baby brother!
Jonas asks: „Does the baby have a guardian angel, too?“ Mum
nods. „Everyone does,“ she says. „Right from the start.“ Your little
guardian angel is always at your side, looking after you – from the
moment you wake up until you go to sleep at night.

ISBN 978-3-649-63174-3
All rights available
Before the very first Christmas … The shepherds in the fields around
Bethlehem are asleep. All except little David. He is sad and crying.
Yesterday he was supposed to watch over his father’s sheep – but David
wanted to play with his friend instead, and left the flock alone for a while.
And when he came to gather them in again, the littlest sheep was missing!
Then suddenly, an angel comes to him and the other shepherds! He has
good news for them – news that will change everything …
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Erwin Grosche / Maria Wissmann

Margret Nussbaum / Marina Krämer

My First Big Children‘s Bible

Come on, We’re Going to Church

3+ / 46 pp. / 21.5 x 23.5 cm / hardcover with foil / € 16.95

What a Service Sounds Like
18m+ / 10 pp. / 22 x 22 cm / hardcover / with sound
module including 5 sounds / € 14.95

ISBN 978-3-649-61927-7
All rights available

• High-quality gift for birth or baptism
• 25 of the best loved and most important
stories from the Old and New Testaments
• For the whole family
Where once there was nothing, suddenly there is something. God
has created it. He gives us night and day. First it’s dark, and then it’s
light. “We need a sky as well,” thinks God. „And lights for the day
and the night.“ And so he creates the sun and moon. He decorates
the night with stars and the day with a rainbow … With simple
words and colourful pictures, Erwin Grosche and Maria Wissmann
tell 25 of the best loved stories from the Old and New Testaments,
from creation to the resurrection of Jesus.

ISBN 978-3-649-62510-0
All rights available

• 5 sounds of 20 seconds each
• A playful way to discover church
and church services
The big bells way up in the church tower ring out loudly. They’re
meant to be heard by everyone, because they’re inviting people to
church … What a lot there is to hear and discover here!
With 5 sounds: Bells ringing, Hymn, Bible story „The lost sheep“,
Prayer, Final blessing

Inga Witthöft / Marina Rachner

Constanza Droop

Bible Stories for Little Ones

The Easter Story

24m+ / 16 pp. / 21.5 x 21.5 cm /
hardcover / € 8.95

24m+ / 16 pp. / 13 x 13 cm / cardboard with foil / € 4.99

ISBN 978-3-8157-5271-5

All rights available

Rights sold to: The Netherlands

ISBN 978-3-649-62242-0

Wasyl Bagdaschwili

The Christmas Story (Gift Edition)

Religious Books

Bible Stories and Prayer Books

3+ / 32 pp. / 24.4 x 32.5 cm / hardcover with linen
and gold foil / with fold-out page / € 18.00
ISBN 978-3-649-62767-8
All rights available

• Classic Christmas story in special high-quality edition
• Top seller: over 80,000 copies sold
• Ideal gift

Jutta Bergmoser / Wasyl Bagdaschwili

Maura / Wasyl Bagdaschwili

The Easter Story

St. Martin

3+ / 32 pp. / 21 x 28 cm / hardcover with foil /
with fold-out page / € 14.00

3+ / 32 pp. / 21 x 28 cm / hardcover with foil /
with fold-out page / € 14.00

ISBN 978-3-8157-4096-5
All rights available

ISBN 978-3-8157-3436-0

• Easy to understand
• Artistic illustrations by Wasyl
Bagdaschwili
• Over 70,000 copies sold

All rights available

• The legend of St. Martin, retold
for the whole family
• Over 75,000 copies sold
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Religious Books

Bible Stories and Prayer Books
0
25,00 ld
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Dietrich Steinwede / Wasyl Bagdaschwili

Melanie Brockamp

Gaby Grosser / Cornelia Haas

The Big Coppenrath
Children’s Bible

My Favourite Bible Stories

Noah Recites Popular Stories
from the Bible

24m+ / 14 pp. / 21.5 x 23.5 cm / cardboard /
with 14 convertible flaps / € 8.99

7+ / 164 pp. / 22 x 28 cm / hardcover
with linen back / with foil and ribbon
bookmark / € 19.95
ISBN 978-3-8157-62757-9

3 + / 48 pp. / 21 x 28 cm / hardcover / € 12.99

ISBN 978-3-649-62081-5

ISBN 978-3-649-62127-0

All rights available

Rights sold to: Poland

Rights sold to: Poland

Maria Wissmann

Christa Wisskirchen / Astrid Krömer

Maria Wissmann

Ilona Einwohlt / Uli Waas-Pommer

My Favourite Children’s
Goodnight Prayers

Dear God, I Want to
Thank You!

My Favourite Guardian Angel
Prayers

24m+ / 20 pp. / 12.5 x 12.5 cm /
padded cover / € 5.99
ISBN 978-3-649-66962-3

Children’s Prayers
24m+ / 20 pp. / 12.5 x 12.5 cm /
padded cover / € 5.99

My All-Time Favourite
Children’s Prayers
24m+ / 20 pp. / 12.5 x 12.5 cm /
padded cover / € 5.99

24m+ / 20 pp. / 12.5 x 12.5 cm / padded
cover / € 5.99

ISBN 978-3-649-60237-8

ISBN 978-3-8157-9361-9

ISBN 978-3-649-62714-2

All rights available

Rights sold to: Croatia,
The Netherlands

All rights available

Rights sold to: Croatia,
The Netherlands

ler
Topsel

Antonie Schneider / Melanie Brockamp

My Big Bible
Search-and-Find Book
24m+ / 12 pp. / 23.5 x 31.5 cm
cardboard with cover embossing
6 large flaps / € 12.95
ISBN 978-3-649-2175-9
Sinja Hundshagen / Maria Wissmann

God is Always With Me
0m+ / 14 pp. / 12.5 x 12.5 cm / cardboard with gift cross
(9 x 12.5 cm) in gift box (23 x 13 x 3 cm) / € 9.95
EAN 40-50003-92847-0
All rights available

• High-quality gift for birthdays
and christenings
• First Bible stories and prayers
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Rights sold to: Hungary, Korea,
The Netherlands, Taiwan
(Complex Chinese)

• First nature knowledge
• With bonus craft activity: 3 snap-together animals
• With a creative activity on each double-page spread

Hedgehogs

NEW

My Little Garden Book series
Each title:
Susann Reiss / Lena Maria Wandzioch
4+ / 24 pp. / 19.5 x 22 cm / spiral-bound softcover / € 9.00
All rights available

Bees

Religious Books

Little Garden Books

NEW

ISBN 978-3-649-63048-7

ISBN 978-3-649-63049-4

Why does the hedgehog have spines? Where does he go to hibernate? Lovingly illustrated, with a range of drawing and painting
puzzles, this book provides basic facts about the native hedgehog.
With 3 craft templates to colour in and put together!

What do bees do with pollen? And why do they have a queen?
Lovingly illustrated, with a range of drawing and painting puzzles,
this book provides basic facts about the native honey bee.

Creepy Crawlies

Birds

ISBN 978-3-649-62683-1

ISBN 978-3-649-62682-4

Susan Reiss / Lena Maria Wandzioch

Stefanie Zysk / Lars Baus

Come Into my Garden

My Herbarium: Flower Magic

A Companion for the Gardening Year
5+ / 48 pp. / 20 x 25 cm / hardcover with coloured page
edges and spot-UV varnish / 4-colour print / € 12.99

Collecting and Identifying Garden Plants
8+ / 80 pp. / 24 x 31 cm / hardcover with spot-UV
varnish / with Wire-O binding / 4-colour print / € 19.95

ISBN 978-3-649-66955-5

ISBN 978-3-649-67053-7

All rights available

Rights sold to: Russia, Vietnam
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Non-Fiction Books

DIY - 100 % Handmade

GO ON, DO IT YOURSELF - COPPENRATH‘S 100% HANDMADE SERIES
•
•
•
•

Crochet for beginners!
2-in-1: book and crochet hook
A lovely gift for beginners
With wooden crochet hook

Magdalene and Sabine Vieler
100% Handmade

NEW

My Little Crochet School
With Wooden Crochet Hook
8+ / 32 pp. / 19 x 24.5 cm / hardcover / with
wooden crochet hook (8 mm) / € 13.00
ISBN 978-3-649-62826-2
All rights available

100% Handmade

Crafting series
Each title:
8+ / 32 pp. / 19 x 24.5 cm
softcover / € 7.99
All rights available

Heike Meinhof / photos Anja Bolman

Jasmin Schneider / photos Minerva Just

Natural Crafting

Sew it Yourself

Super Simple Ideas for Masks,
Make-up and Costumes
ISBN 978-3-649-62320-5

Creative Ideas for Found Natural
Objects
ISBN 978-3-649-67020-9

Creative Ideas for Fabric,
Card and Paper
ISBN 978-3-649-67110-7

Lisa Nieschlag / Lars Wentrup /
photos Lisa Nieschlag

Marion Leinfelder / Ruth Lutz /
photos Barbara Gandenheimer

Susanne Schiefelbein / photos
Minerva Just

Katja Enseling / photos Ruth Niehoff

Best Friends Forever

I’m Celebrating My
Birthday

Make It in Minutes

Great Ideas for Fabric and
Paper
ISBN 978-3-649-66895-4

Nadine Jessler

Crafting with Photos
Creative Ideas for Photos with
Fabric, Paper and Wood
ISBN 978-3-649-62318-2

Do-It-Yourself Gift Ideas
ISBN 978-3-649-62103-4
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Bernadette Burnett

Creative Dressing up

Do-It-Yourself Party
Preparations
ISBN 978-3-649-66756-8

Little Ideas for In-Between
Times
ISBN 978-3-649-66894-7

Stamp It Yourself

Dr. Sascha Ott / Lucie Göpfert

Dr. Ott’s Amazing Experiments

NEW

Katja Enseling / photos Ruth Niehoff
100% Handmade

Non-Fiction Books

DIY

NEW

The Record Craft Book

45 Ideas for Little Scientists Aged 5 and Up
5+ / 144 pp. / 19 x 23 cm / hardcover with spot-UV
varnish / € 17.00

60 Creative Ideas for Your Olympics
8+ / 144 pp. / 19 x 23 cm / hardcover with spot-UV
varnish / € 17.00
ISBN 978-3-649-62834-7

ISBN 978-3-649-62847-7
All rights available

• First experiments for children aged 5 and up
• Science made easy with simple explanations
• Experiments using everyday household materials
Learning is fun! 15 great topics: air, centrifugal force, resistance,
buoyancy, water, cola, thermal expansion, balloons, currents, light,
sounds, magnets, static, electricity. Try these experiments for yourself
– you’ll be amazed, and understand more about the world, too. In
this book, Dr. Sascha Ott uses 45 amazing experiments to show just
how exciting researching scientific phenomena can be.

All rights available

• Make your own Olympics!
• Projects with fast results
• With illustrated step-by-step instructions

RECYCLING CRAFTS WITH KIDS USING MATERIALS YOU ALWAYS HAVE AT HOME

Funny, Colourful, Clever Creative
Ideas · Vol. 1

Brilliant Creative Ideas for Clothes
Pegs, Ice-Lolly Sticks etc. · Vol. 2

Brilliant Creative Ideas for Drink
Cartons, Straws, etc. · Vol. 3

ISBN 978-3-649-66956-2

ISBN 978-3-649-62319-9

ISBN 978-3-649-62527-8

100% Handmade

Make Something Out of it! series
Each title:
8+ / 144 pp. / 17.5 x 21.5 cm / stiff softcover
with die-cut label / € 14.95
Rights sold to (series): China (Simplified), The Netherlands
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Non-Fiction Books

Coppenrath‘s Mini Artist Series

Hartmut Bieber

My First Craft Set

NEW

Anne Mussenbrock

My First Craft Set

Folded Animal Pictures

NEW

Scrunchy Pictures

4+ / cardboard envelope (23 x 23 cm) with 6 picture cards (21 x
21 cm) and 3 sheets with pre-punched folding elements / € 8.95

3+ / cardboard envelope (23 x 23 cm) with 6 picture cards (21 x 21cm)
and 10 sheets of tissue paper in 9 different colours / € 8.95

EAN 40-50003-94551-4

EAN 40-50003-94776-1

All rights available

All rights available

• Strong theme: fold and glue
• A variety of 6 pictures to punch out,
fold, and glue on
• Enhances fine motor skills

Hartmut Bieber

NEW

My First Goggle-Eyes Craft Book

• Over 20,000 copies of the first edition sold!
• Paper-scrunching: in playgroups and kindergartens
• All-inclusive set: 6 picture cards and 10
sheets of tissue paper

Anita Engelen

My First Craft Book
Cut, Stick, Colour

Cut, Stick, Colour

24m+ / 32 pp. / 28 x 21 cm / € 5.95

4+ / 32 pp. / 28 x 21cm / softcover / 4-colour print, on card (28 x 27cm)
with 30 self-adhesive goggle eyes in blister pack / € 9.99

EAN 40-50003-92120-4

ISBN 978-3-649-62716-6

All rights available

All rights available

Sabine Legien
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Hartmut Bieber

My First Craft Book with Scissors

My First Finger-Stamp Craft Book

Cut, Stick, Colour

3+ / 32 pp. / 28 x 27cm / € 9.99 /

3+ / 32 pp. / 28 x 27cm / € 8.99

ISBN 978-3-649-62246-8

ISBN 978-3-649-67013-1

All rights available

All rights available

ARTIST

Lucie Göpfert

Non-Fiction Books

Coppenrath‘s Mini Artist Series

NEW

My Very First Colouring Fun Book
80 Funny Animals
24m+ / 160 pp. / 19 x 19 cm / softcover / € 5.00
ISBN 978-3-649-62748-7
All rights available

Viola Reese / Hartmut Bieber

NEW

My Very First Colouring Fun Book
Dot to Dot
24m+ / 160 pp. / 19 x 19 cm / softcover / € 5.00
ISBN 978-3-649-62598-8
All rights available

Hartmut Bieber

My First Pictures With Watercolours
Baby Animals
4+ / 1 cardboard envelope (23 x 23 cm) / with 6
picture cards (21 x 21 cm), 1 picture card with 6
impressed water colours and 1 brush / € 9.99
EAN 40-50003-94490-16
All rights available

Sabine Legien
My First Craft Set

Woollen Thread Pictures
Crafting without Glue
3+ / 23 x 23 cm / cardboard envelope (21 x 21 cm) with
3 woolen threads and 6 self-adhesive cards / € 8.99
EAN 40-50003-94491-3
All rights available

Denitza Gruber

Colourful Scrap Pictures with
Self-Adhesive Coloured Paper
3+ / 1 cardboard envelope (23 x 23) with 6
picture cards (21 x 21 cm) and 5 sheets of selfadhesive coloured paper (21x 21 cm) / € 8.99

Maja Bach

My Very First Colouring Fun
Book Vehicles
24m+ / 160 pp. / 19 x 19 cm / softcover / € 5.00

EAN 40-50003-92825-8

ISBN 978-3-649-62251-2

All rights available

All rights available
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WE FIND INSPIRATION
EVERYWHERE
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250 Years of Coppenrath – The publishing

So arose a program for the production of ambi-

house Coppenrath located at Münster’s harbour

tious books of high visual quality – always with

has a long history: Founded in 1768 by Josef

that special something. A particular strength is the

Heinrich Coppenrath the firm remained family-

emphasis on supporting book series and characters

owned for over two centuries. In 1977 the young

with non-book products – even internationally,

graphic artist and publisher Wolfgang Hölker

through Die Spiegelburg International

took over, giving the company a completely

(www.spiegelburg-international.com).

new direction with his innovative ideas. Today,

In addition, Coppenrath imprint Hölker Verlag is

children’s and gift books are the backbone of this

an award-winning program – publishing unique,

privately-owned company. “I have to be proud of

visually-appealing and well-researched cookery and

the books that I publish”, Wolfgang Hölker says.

lifestyle books. (www.hoelker-verlag.de)
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Foreign Rights Department
Rights Director

Mandy Queisser
Tel. +49 (0) 251 / 41411811 – E-Mail: queisser@coppenrath.de

Coeditions
Board and picture books:
Worldwide

Stefanie Gussmann
Tel. +49 (0) 251 / 41411813 – E-Mail: gussmann@coppenrath.de

Royalty deals
Fiction, picture books, non-fiction:
Asia incl. Russia, Turkey, Middle East,
English speaking countries, Baltic states,
Balkans, Eastern and South-Eastern Europe
Royalty deals
Fiction, picture books, non-fiction:
The Netherlands and Belgium, France,
Italy, Spain, Greece, Scandinavia,
South America

Meike Lenz
Tel. +49 (0) 251 / 41411818 – E-Mail: lenz@coppenrath.de

Kristina Wittkopf
Tel. +49 (0) 251 / 41411814 – E-Mail: wittkopf@coppenrath.de

Cookbooks, gift books:
Worldwide
COPPENRATH Verlag GmbH & Co. KG
Hafenweg 30 · 48155 Münster · GERMANY · Fax +49 (0) 251 / 414 11 800
www.coppenrath.de

International Distribution
Please get in touch with us to explore opportunities for international
collaborations regarding our non-book products by „Die Spiegelburg“.
Spiegelburg International GmbH & Co. KG
Hafenweg 30
48155 Münster, Germany
Tel.: +49 (0) 25141411266
www.spiegelburg-international.de

Barbara Wolff
Managing Director
wolff@spiegelburg-international.com

Please visit our website: www.bohem.ch

Interested in our children’s books or want to view more beautiful books?
Visit our website for more catalogues!
www.coppenrath.de/foreign-rights

Foreign Rights Catalogue
Cookbooks 2018/19

Coppenrath Novels

www.coppenrath.de/kataloge

Coppenrath
Children’s Books
Order-No. 85567

'!0F00AD-iffghh!

Coppenrath Gift
Books and Stationary

Coppenrath Religious
Books

